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RESOLUTION ON MERGER IS APPROVED
Rescue Squad Members Ask
For Help From Fiscal Court
IP" we spe again. Crime in
was up 17 per cent over
Yet we hear _repeeted -
from the liberldi aid do good
era of "police brutality'
The Supreme Court hee amide
it so easy on criminals that the
Innocent suffer more than the
eenvicted.
A
The emphasis has been put on
the criminal. His mother was
frightened by a hub cap when
he was sevea months on the
way so he is not to blame.
The criminal shoots a man with
a registered gun so he is patt-
ed on the back for obeying the
noxious gun registration law
• 1414 the poor victim tying in the
skospital is censured for fight-
ing back with a non-registered
111113.
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hs cities our size crime was up
IS per cent, not 17. Murder
was up 9 per cent; forcible
rape up one per cent; look at
this, robbery was up 21 per
cent; aggravated assault was up
kk per cent; burglary was up
Tit per cent and larceny of $50
and over was up 22 per cent.
Auto theft was up 7 per cent.
Them Nome indicate a trend
of long standing, that is a grow-
ing lack of consideration of the
waser.tellow's property.
it Warted when President Boo-
il condoned the sit down
'Strike in Detroit. He said the
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Mostly fair and cold today
With increasing cloudiness from
the west. High today in the 30s.
liSolitly cloudy and warmer to-
might with scattered snow flur-
ries spreading over state from
west, low in the 20s. Cold and
eloudy Thursday with a few
mow flurries.
Kentucky Lake. 7 am. 354.2,
Ikp 0.1; Below dam 391.7, up
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 354.3,
up 0.1; below dam 300.2, up
0.11.
Sunrise 6:13; sunset 6:01.
Moon rose 2:54 a.m.
• I PIVI-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
11 The fivaday Kentucky weather.• -110tIook, Thursday through Mon-
• ; day.
• Temperatures will average 10
• to 15 degrees below the norms]• 1111-00 highs and 30-40 lows.• Precipitation will be light to
•
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• I locally moderate, totaling two-
g tenths of an inch or less Fri-
• day and the first of next week.
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Mrs. McLemore's
Brother Succumbs
vita. L Grisham, brother of
Mrs. 0. C. McLecnore. Hicloory
Drive, Murray, died Tuesday
night ag the Pine View Bonet:al,
AMU*, Ale.
Cristiana, • resident of Rog-
ersville, Ala., age 78, had been
health for sometime
The gpry Funeral Home in
Minima, Ala., is in charge of
the arrangements.
MINTS THURSDAY
- The Woodmen of the World,
Camp 502 will meet Thursday,
March 13, at 7:00 p.m., at the
• 0.W. Hall. All members are
vied to attend this meeting.
POUR CITID
Four persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
here tor speeding, driving
white intoxicated, public drunk
anneals. and reckless driving.
t eas
Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Mrs. Lowry
Speaker For
MtuTay 'Ions
Mn, Betty Lowry, prominent
civic and community leader and
a past president of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, was the guest speaker
at the regular meeting of the
Murray Lions Club on Tuesday,
March 11 at the Murray Wo-
man's Club House.
Mrs. Lowry, wife of Dr. C.
C. Lowry who is .1 prominent
surgeon and past president of
the Murray Lions Club, spoke
on "Women's Side of Good Cit-
izenship". An attentive crowd
of 70 Lions and guests gave
her a standing ovation at the
conclusion of her talk.
President Cottle Caldwell an-
nounced that a new club has
,boon chartered "at Clinton by
District Governor George H.
Ligon of Murray and a Charter
Night program is being held
March 22 in Clinton. Several
Lions are expected to go from
the Murray Club.
President Caldwell also an-
nounced that March 25th has
been designated as Children's
Night and Lions are urged to
bring their children for this
event. Stephen G. Mazak • is
chairman of the committee for
this event and has arranged for
a musical program by members
of the Murray High School
band.
Dr. William Segall of the
School of Business, Murray
State University was introduc-
ed as a new member by George
Ligon, Capt. Richard L. Mallard
was the guest of Col. Gary
Pugh, Major Robert E. Wil-
liams the guest of Col. Jack
Penal!, Noland Harvey the
guest of Arvin Crofton and
Dave Stafford was the guest
of Ken Winters.
Funeral Services
Held Today For
James B. Shekell
Funeral services for James
B Shekell were held today at
two p. m. at the Elm Grove
Baptist Church with Rev. W. A.
Farmer officiating.
Pallberrers were Walton Ful-
kenson, Milton Outland, Carlton
Outland, Keys Keel, Solon Bucy,
and Artie Cunningham Burial
was in the Elm Grove Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
- Shekel!, age 44, died sudden-
ly Monday at his home. He had
been employed as an inspector
with the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company for the past
ten years. He was a member of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
He and his triplet brothers,
John A. and Joseph C Shekell,
entered the army at the mine
time on June 2, 1943, arid wir-
ed in World War II.
Survivors Are his wife, Mrs.
Marie Cunningham Shekell, son,
Larry, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Shekell, 'sister, Mrs.Vel-
be Todd, and four brothers,
Treman Clint, Joseph C., Clif-
ford Freeman, and John A.
Shekell.
Teen Age Night At
Dexter On Friday
Teen Age Night is held each
Friday night at the Dexter
Community Center.
A new game has been pur-
chased for this Friday night.
Hostesses for the teen tigers
this week are _Mrs. William
Flood and Mrs. B. C. Edwards
Representatives of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Civil De-
fense Rescue Squad appeared
before the Calloway County Fit
cal Court at the monthly court
session held on Tuesday in the
chambers of Calloway County
Judge Hall McCuiston.
Rescue Squad . members re-
lated plans for the squad and
asked the court to be included
in their budget for this year.
The squad hopes to build a
place for storage of their sup-
plies and appealed to the Fis-
cal Court for financial assist-
ance.
Residents on the west side of
the county appeared before the
court with a petition asking that
their road be blacktopped as
soon as possible. The fences
have been moved and other
girt on the road has been com-
pleted and is now ready for
paving. The court accepted the
petition, but the work will be
under the auspices of the State
Highway Department.
Another resident appeared
before the court asking help in
making his road better, but W3S
told that many roads in the
county need special attention at
this time due to the rainy wea-
ther this year.
A county resident asked the
court about closing a certain
road in the county. The neces-
Ledger Editorial
Printed In Magazine
The March issue of the Ken-
tucky Education Journal, a pub-
lication of the Kentucky Edu-
cation Association, reprints an
editorial from the Ledger and
Times, issue of January 14,
1989.
The editorial, entitled, "Gross
Product A Vital Point\suggests
that the gross produç.Jf a state
might be a better lriteria for
arriving at a stai ability to
pay teachers higlser salaries,
than the now used "average
teacher salary".
Five PTA Units On
Special Honor Roll
Five Parent-Teacher Associat-
ion units in Murray and Callo-
way County have been named
to the Gold Leaf Honor Roll,
according to the March issue of
the Kentucky Parent-Teacher
Bulletin.
Units are named to the Gold
Leaf honor roll for equalling
last year's membership with
dues in the state PTA office by
November 15.
Local units named were Al-
mo Elementary, Carter Elemen-
tary, Hazel Elementary, Kirksey
Elementary, and Robertson
Elementary,
TEMPLE HULL MEET
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
have a call meeting Saturday,
Mont 15, at seven p. m. at the
lodge hall. Work will be in the
Master Mason degree.
RUMMAGE SAL!
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall on
Saturday, March IS, with the
doors to open at six am. The
Sale is sponsored by the Wo-
men's Society of Christian Ser-
vice of the Martins Chapel Me-
thodist Church,
Rev, Lawrence Paul
r".`
sary legal notices for the doe
ing of the road will be publish-
ed in the near future.
- Judge McCuiston presided at
the meeting and opened with
prayer. The minutes were read
by County Court Clerk Douglas
Shoemaker. Claims from t h e
general fund and road fund
were approved by the court.
A general discussion of the
road conditions of the county
was held.
Magistrates present were De-
wey Bar/ell, Noble Brandon,
Roy Burkeen, Thurston Fur-
ches, Cecil Holland, and Cecil
Taylor. George Robert Lassiter
was unable to attend.
Others present for the court'
session were Judge McCuiston,
County Attorney Robert 0. Mil-
ler, Jailer Huel (WhimPY) Jon-
es, County Court Clerk Shoe-
maker, County Treasurer Gor-
don Moody, and Road Depart-
ment bookkeeper Grover Wood
James.
Dr. Stewart And
Dr. Alexander Are
Group Officers
Dr. Chad Stewart of the Mur-
ray State University Depart-
ment of Physical Education has
assumed the office of Chairman
of the Therapeutics Section of
the Southern District of the
American Association for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, at the annual con-
vention held in Memphis, Feb--
ruary 10-23. Dr. Stewart will
serve in this capacity through
the next convention which :s
scheduled for Columbia, South
Carolina in February of 1970.
Dr. Rex Alexander, at the
same convention, was named as
Secretary of the same section.
In a letter to the Ledger and
Times, the president, Kenneth
D. Miller said "the professional
contributions of these dedicat-
ed educators are recognized and
appreciated by each of the 8000-
plus members of the Southern
District,
FBI School Held
Here On Tuesday
City Policemen, County De-
puty Sheriffs, and KentdOky
State Troopers attended the
special school conducted by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
,the Murray City Hall on
Tuesday from three to six p.m.
An agent of the FBI conduct-
ed the school relating facts con-
cerning new laws pertaining to
law enforcement.
TO SPEAK AT METHODIST-
MEETING — Miss Virginia Mae
Pickarts, a United Methodist
missionary serving in Sierra
Leone, West Africa, will speak
at First United Methodist
Church in Paris, Tenn., March
13. She will address members
of the -Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Paris
District in a morning session
beginning at 9:30 a.m., and will
speak again at a 7:30 p.m. dis
trict meeting of the Wesleyan
Service Guild.
Miss Pickarts, of Humboldt,
Kansas, has returned to the
United States for a year's fur-
lough.
She was appointed to serve
with the Board of Missions of
the' former Evangelical United
Mothers Safety
Patrol Organized
Robertson School
The Mothers Safety Patrol at
the Luther Robertson Elemen-
tary School has proven to be a
great help in solving the traffic
problem at the after school
pickup, according to Mrs. Je-
rome Hainsworth, Robertson
PTA safety chairman.
The patrol is divided into
teams of ten women with each
team headed by a captain. Each
team works for a period of
two weeks.
The captains are Pat Hat
court, Vernon& Grogan, Pat
Compton, Glenda Wilson, Mary
Johnston, Carolyn Bradshaw
Toapla Thomas, Jane Stokes,
and Norma Hainsworth.
Duties of the patrol mothers
are to assist children crossing
the street, inform those who are
improperly parked, and to keep
traffic moving as smoothly as
possible.
The efforts of all those who
have worked on the patrol are
greatly appreciated, a school
spokesman said.
Four Wrecks
Are Reported
DV Iereatheren Church in 1949. y
Since that time she has been
a member of the teaching staff
of the Harford School, a 64-
year-old secondary school for
girls in Mbyamba, Sierra Leone.
Miss Pickarts is a graduate of
Westntar College, LeMars, Iowa,
Mmt received the master of edu-
cation degree from the Univer-
sity of Kansas in 1954.
Steely Speaker For
Newcomers Club
Howard Steely of the Bank
of Murray will be the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Newcomers Club to be held
Thursday. March 13, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Community Center, Ellis
Drive.
Steely will be speaking on
the subject of "Banking'.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Elwood Brown, Bill Burnette,
Ronnie Cella, and Bill Draper.
L. C. Miller To
Seek Clerk Office
L. C. Miller has filed for the
office of Circuit' Court Clerk he
said yesterday. Miller is the son
of Acne Miller and the late
Bessie Miller.
He is a graduate of Kirksey
High School and received his
bachelor's degree in mathema-Locust Grove tics and his master's degree inadministration and supervision
from Murray State University.
He taught in Marshall Coun-
ty, worked at Outland Loose
Leaf Floor and with the TVA
in former years. He has taken
special courses at Washington
University in St. Louis, the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and Pea-
body College.
He is a native of Calloway
County.
Plan Program
Rev. Lawrence Faul, mission-
ary to Barbados, West Indies,
will speak at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene, Kirk-
sey, on Thursday, March 13, at
7:30 p.m.
The missionary will be show-
ing interesting slides highlight-
ing his work on the field. This
is his third furlough since be-
ing assigned to Barbados in
1952. The public is invited to
attend.
Since going to Barbados, Rev.
Faul has served as pastor of
the church of the Nazarene in
Bank Hall, served as mission
treasurer, and president of the
young peoples' society. He has
been teaching the Bible Course
of study to new pastors, and
served as field superintendent
for the past eight years.
Rev. Faul- was born in North
Dakota. He attended Northwest
Nazarene College, Nampa, Ida
ho, where he received his Bach
elor of Arts degree in religion,
and Seattle Pacific College in
Washington. Prior to his as-
signment as missionary to Bar-
bados, Rev. Faul served as pas
tor of the church of the Naza-
rene in Canning, S. D., St., Jo-
seph, Missouri, and Larrimore,
N. D.
The missionary is married and
they have three daughters, Sha-
ron, Judith, and Linda, ranging
in. age from twenty-one to age
twelve.
. ,
Country Jamboree
To Be At Aurora
A Country Jamboree will be
held at the Aurora School on
Saturday, March 15, starting at
seven p.m.
The admission will be one
dollar for adults and fifty cents
for children. The proceeds will
be given to Glen and Dixie Ru-
dolph who are both ill Mrs.
Rudolph is now in a Memphis
Hospital.
Alpha Delta Kappa
Plans Luncheon
The Kentucky Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa will have a
luncheon at the Holiday Inn on
Saturday, March 15, at noon.
Mrs. Ruth Raney of Lexing-
ton, state president, will be the
speaker.
Guests will be members 'sr
the Lambda Chapter of Padu-
cah.
Serving as hostesses will be
June Smith, Martha Crofton,
and Mabelle Walker
e o ce
Four traffic accident reports
were filed by the investigating
officers of the Murray Police
Department on Tuesday. No in-
iuries were reported.
The first was reported at
10:30 a. in. to the 1968 Ford
Station Wagon owned by Capt.
Robert Stanley Young of Se
vanrsah, Ga.
Capt. Young said he had petit
ed his car next to the curb on
Fifth Street. When he return-
ed to his car, someone had hit
the left fender leaving green
paint, according to the Nike
report.
Cars involved in the collision
at 2:35 p. m were a 1967 Mus-
tang two door owned by Valada
Stuart and driven by Darlene
Gay Stuart of 500 Whitnell
Street, and a 1962 Ford Falcon
four door driven by Norman
B. Bogard of Murray Route One.
Police said Miss Stuart was
parked at the curb, started to
back up, when she collided with
the Bogard car going south on
Fourth Street.
Damage to the Stuart car was
on the left rear fender and
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Local Girls Named
Officers In BSU
Three local girls have been
named as officers in the Bap-
tist Student Union at Murray
State University.
Linda Darnell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell of
Murray Route Four is Music
Chairman. She is a freshman
majoring in music.
Beverly Paschall, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paschall has
been named YWA chairman.
She is a freshman sociology ma-
jor.
Rebecca Robertson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robertson
of Murray_Route One has been
elected as devotional chairman.
She is a freshman majoring in
accounting.
Miller Is Speaker
For Hazel Club
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
County attorney, will be the
speaker at the meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club to be held
Thursday, March 13, at moan
p.m. at the club room.
"Crime Prevention" will be
the theme of the talk by At
torney Miller.
The devotion will be given by
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson who a-
long with Mrs. Tommy Story
will be the hostesses.
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Carl Dalton of Murray was
fined $1000 and costs on the
charge of reckless driving in
the Mayfield City Court, accord-
ing to the court report publish-
ed in the Mayfield Messenger.
k.,
•
County Board, Committee
Are In Favor Of Move Here
The Citizens Advisory Com-
mittee named by the Calloway
County Board of Education met
with the Board last night in
the cafeteria of Calloway Coun-
ty High School and after some
discussion expressed approval
of a resolution concerning mer-
ger of the County School Sys-
tem with the City School Sys-
tem.
The meeting last night was a
follow-up of a prior meeting at
which time recommendations
were made by the State De-
partment of Education as to
the educational needs of Cal-
loway County. These recom-
mendations were made follow-
ing a survey by the State De-
partment.
After a lengthy discussion
which coordinated by Bill Stub-
blefield, Chairman, group meet-
ings were held and individual
opinions were given. A spokes-
man was elected by each group
to express the feelings of his
group as to the possible direct-
ion for the Board of Education
to take in regard to the survey
recommendations.
At the close qtithik discuss-
ion period, the Board was call-
ed into executive session at
which the Board voted to ask
the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, at the earliest feasible
time, to ask the voters of Cal-
loway County to approve a
.15c Special Building Fund tax
with the idea of a possible mer-
ger with the Murray Indepen-
dent system in mind.
In a recent joint meeting of
bath Boards of Education it was
noted before a merger could be
accomplished, it would be nec
essary for the citizens of Cal-
loway County to vote a special
building fund tax of .15c. It was
also pointed out that it would
mean a net tax increase to the
citizens of the Calloway County
school district of .20c since ip
the event of a merger there
would be an automatic tax in-
crease of .05c in the general
fund rate.
Mr. Melton, of the State De-
partment of Education, has pre-
viously pointed out that two
elementary schools are drasti-
cally needed in the county, a
senior high school housing
grades 10-12 would be an as-
set, a vocational school is also
needed for which the County
district has made application,
and additional renovation of ex-
isting facilities should be made.
Unless additional money is
provided soon, progress in the
Calloway County school district
is impossible due to the district
having qne of the lowest tax
rates in the state of Kentucky,
being 37.3, the Calloway Coun-
ty School Board indicated.
Fire Reported
On Tuesday
Some. good used tires and
roof of the building at the Mur-
ray- Auto Salvage Used Parts
on the Hazel Road were de
stroyed by fire on Tuesday a-
bout noon.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
said trash was being burned
when the fire spread to the
tires nearby.
A spokesman at the business
told the Ledger 81 Times this
morning that the tires were us-
ed .but were in good condition
and that the back part of the
roof of the business was dam-
aged by the flames.
The Murray Fire Department
sent one truck to the scene of
the fire, but the business
spokesman said the employees
almost had the fire out when
the firemen arrived.
Merritt Lawson is the owner
and manager of the firm.
Pueblo Commander Has His
Worst Day Before Board
By ROssaRT CRASS,
CORONADO. Calif. (UPI) —
Five admirals who could recom-
mend a court-martial for Pue-
blo skipper Lloyd Bucher bar-
raged him Tuesday with hostile
questions about losing his ship
without a fight.
It was Bucher's wont day in
the eight-week court of inquiry
into the Pueblo's capture by
North Korea Jan. 23, 1968.
Through it all, the 41-year-old
Boys Town graduate stuck to
his stand that firing on the
North Koreans boarding the
Pueblo "would only result in to--
tal demolishing of the ship to
no real purpose."
The admirals and their coun-
sel cross-examined Bucher for
five hours in opee court and
another hour behtnd closed
doors.
Today the court scheduled a
secret session in the morning
for Bucher's former skipper on
the submarine USS Ronquil. He
s Cmdr. Peter J. Block, who
testified earlier Bucher was 
William Chambers
Dies On Tuesday
William Amos Chambers, for-
merly of Murray and Callo-
way County, parsed away Tues-
day at one a. m. in Detroit,
Mich.
Chambers and his family nicer-
ed to Detroit several years ago
where he worked for the Ford
Company. He had retired and
was active until recently when
he suffered a cerebral hemor-
rhage.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Eva Key Chambers; two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Richard Kent and
Mrs. Bionae Sankar; one son,
Jack Chambers, all of Detroit,
Mich., six grandchildren; two
great grandchildren; three sis-
ters. Mrs. Rune (Ophiei Miller
of Murray, Mrs. Jimmie Phil-
lips and Mrs. Della Phillip' of
Memphis, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Thurstiay at the William Sulli
van & Son Funeral Chapel
Royal Oak, Mich,
cool and competent under
stress.
To Testify Today
Two enlisted men from the
Pueblo's espionage unit also
(Continued On Pees Twelve)
Youth Night
Is Held By
Civitan Club
Youth Night was held by the
Murray Civitan Club at its din-
ner meeting held at the Holi-
day Inn.
Young people from Calloway
County. Murray High, Univer-
sity High, and Murray St at e
University were guests of the
club.
Bobby McCeillan, president of
the Murray Civitan Club, wel-
comed the guests and spoke
briefly on the goals of the club
in promoting good citizenship
by supporting the young people
of the community.
Eli Alexander, principal of
Murray High School, a guest,
commented on the Civitan Scho-
larship program. It was noted
that last year's winners. Patric-
(Continued On Pep* winos)
New Corporations
Formed In Murray
Two new Murray corporations
have been formed yin recent
weeks.
Billington-Roberts Industries,
Inc., of 507 North 7th Street
has been incorporated at $10,-
000 with E. Owen BIllington
and others the incorporator..
The corporation will be in the
restaurant business.
Sycamore Square Apartments,
Inc. of 502 Maple Street has
been incorporated with 1,000
shares of no par by Donald R.
Tucker and Bobby G. Grogan.
The firm will deal in real and
Personal property.
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CORONADO, Calif. - Pueblo skipper Lloyd Bucher,
denying that the capture of his intelligence ship by
- North Korea represented a surrender on his part:
"I never struck nay colors. I didn't consider it sur-
rendering. We were overwhelmed by odds that gave no
chance for survival"
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For Federal Bureaucracy
A Needed Overhaul
TO COST-WEARY taxpayers--long disenchanted with
the Liberal view that BIG govenunenb is, per-
force, GOOD government-it is welcome news that
President Nixon is proceeding with plans to decen-
tralize a large part of the federal bureaucracy. With
the overhaul contemplated, the President would be
redeeming another direct pledge to the people.
Five years of aaprecedeated civil strife and
staggeringly expensive government have convinced
mazy people the federal juggernaut has created
more problems than it has solved by squandering
hard-earned taxpayer money, waste, and foolish
schemes. Who, after all, really believes a political-
ly oriented War ea Poverty could erase poverty in
the cities?
"In giving a new pride of place to the individ-
uals," Mr. Nixon has said, "the need is not to disman-
tle government, but to modernize
* * *
THE PRESIDENT PROPOSED a commission on gov-
ernment reorganization, essentially modeled af-
ter the successful Hoover Commission of 14 years ago,
which would "search out every feasible means of
decentralizing government, of getting it closer to the
people, of transferring functions to the state and local
governments . . . to invoIN e the people at the com-
munity level directly in the decisions that affect their
own lives."
Tuesday's dischw are of reorganization plans is
undoubtedly the first step in this long-awaited pro-
cess. According to a presidential aide, at least half
of the regular Cabinet departments, including,
Health, Education and Welfare, Housing and Urban
Development, Labor, Commerce, Agriculture, and
Interior are due for an overhaul.
Specifically mentioned was the highly controver-
sial Job Corps which was recently transferred from
the Office of Economic Opportunity to the Labor De-
partment. The Job Corps, the Nixon aide stated, is
on the way out.
Community Action Programs also were designat-
ed special targets by the administration. If they sur-
f
ive at ail. Nisei seurces say. they will be ',godly
tirtailei and included in the closely‘watcheid Model
ties progrent. -
* * s *
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE'S fundamental belief in
the simplicity of government is a tenet wholly
understood by the President. By decentralizing the
functions of government the administration will be
returning the bureaucracy to the role of servant, not
maste r.
The crushing harden I. the taxpayer of fat and
flabby governmental agencies will be closer to al-
leviation as a result of Nixon's streamlining pro-
posal.
Having gone through the wringer of Big Govern-
ment at the hands of mediocre bureaucrats in gov-
ernment for so many years. the American taxpayer
has apparently found, in Mr Nixon, a champion at
last.
-THE NAsHAILLE BANNER
Quotes From The News
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FORT MEYERS, Fla. - Sen. George McGovern, D.-
SD., commenting on conditions Innone of Florida's-mi-
grant worker c.anips:
"We have seen diets and living etalleltions during
these pa m two days that one inight repeat to find MI
Asia, not in America."
SPACE CEtrTER, Houston - Astronaut David Scott,
ordering up a landing site for Apollo 9 due back on earth
Thursday:
"We want those recovery guys to find a nice, sett
piece of water with no wind and no waves tomorrow and
lots of sunshine."
1111111111011111T10 - President Nixon, explaining why
ha kid a button-operated window removed from the
promillontaal bedroom:
"I was afraid if I pushed the button I would blow.
the world up."
Ten Years Ago Today
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Diana Story, daughter or Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Story
of Murray Route One, won first place in the Kentucky
Federated Woman's Club District Music contest held in
Benton.
The National Science Foundation has allotted Mur-
ray State College $7,100 to conduct an in-service science
institute during the 1959-60 school year for secondary
teachers of math and science.
Members of the Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of
the Rainbow for Girls and of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the eastern Star attended the special meet-
ing for Rainbow Girls held at Fulton.
A meeting of the Airport Board was held yesterday.
Members are Buford Hurt, chairman, Z. C. enix. Billy
Thurman, Hugh Oakley, Glenn Doran, George Hart,
and Verne Kyle.
•
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THE
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
StanleyF.Yolles, M.D.
Director
National Institute
Of Mental Health
Research projects are being
conducted in universities and
other research centers all over
the country with N1MH sup-
port.
The MINH is also developing
a public education program to
disseminate research findings to
provide current, factual infor-
mation about marihuana-and
other drugs and their misuse
and abuse.
A new information leaflet by
the NIMH that tells what we
do know about marihuana is
just off the press and is availa-
ble free to anyone who requests
it.
Its title is "Marihuana-
Some Questions and Answers."
Request it from: Mental
Health Matters, National Insti-
tute of Mental Health, Chevy
Chase, Maryland, 20015.
Hospital Report
Adults 123
Newborn 12
Mardi 7, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Master Kent Duncan, Rte. 1,
Almo; Master Jimmy McC-oatt,
Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Janice
CarLto & Baby Boy, His. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Peggy Pasc-
hall, it Baby Girl, Box 43, Pur-
year, Tenn.; Mrs. Linda Mur-
dock & Baby Girl,Rte.1,Murray,
Mrs. Wilma Collins, Rte. 4, Ben-
ton; Master Anthony Rutledge,
Rte. 4, Benton; Master Michael
Wilson; 512 Whitnell, Murray;
Mrs. Debbie Anderson it Baby
Boy, Rte. 6, Murray; Miss Carol
Alexander, Rte. 2, Puryear, To-
on.; Mrs. Janelle Baker & Baby
Boy, 1508 Parkland Dr., Murray;
Talus Broach, Rte. 3, Puryear;
Tenn.; Mrs. Lou Sutter, Ill S.12th
St. Murray:
DISNIMALS
Mrs. Diane Robertson, & Baby
Girl, Dover, Tenn.; RaymondCa-
usey, Rte. 2, Kirksey; James
Johnson, Rte. 3, Paris, Tenn..4 
Flavil Pendergrass, Rte. 1, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Dimple Capps, Hazel;
Mrs. Phyllis Linville, Rte, 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Nell Cloys, Rte.!,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Dowdy,
Rte. 3, Murray; Cliftin Osborn,
Rte. 2, Hazel; Ronnie Bowerman,
615 Ryan Ave., Murray; Master
Bobby Hughes, Rte. 3, Benton;
Mrs. Joyce Compton, Rte.1,Dov-
er, Tenn.; Mrs. Bessie Paschall,
Lynn Grove; Dal Mims, Rte. 2,
Murray; John Gingles, 626 Ellis
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Dessie
207 Poplar St., Murray; Wi-
lliam Caldwell, Rte. 1, Lynnville,
Mrs. Hattie Ragsdale, Rte. 6,
Murray; Sirs. Mamie Matthews,
Box 22, Puryear, Teri.; Mrs.
Ruth Todd (Expired), 500 Walnut
Murray:
Adults 113
Newborn 13
March 8,1969
ADMISSIONS
Mr. Chle Mitchuson, Dexter;
Mr. Nelson Garland, P. O. Box
503, Murray, Mrs. Sandra Cope
6 Baby Boy, Rte. 4, Benton, Miss
Martha Beale, Almo, Wendell
Lovett, Rte. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Robbie Orr, 1660 Calloway, Mur-
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Kentucky Hams
Get Senate Test
WASHINGTON: Kentucky, Tennessee
and Virginia senators are going to have
a "bake-1n" to.delermine which state has
the best hams.
Sealter Marlow Cook (R., Ky.) chal-
lenged. Howard Baker (R., Tenn.) and
Harry Byrd .Jr. (A, Va , and both quickly
accepted
The geed-natured debate about the
tastiest hams began last month.
The senators will get hams from their
states along with their favorite recipes for
the Senate kitchen. The chef will prepare
the hams according to the recipes and
serve the results to all senators.
Members will be asked to vote for the
"tastiest."
Tht senators whose hams lose the
taste test will be asked to publicly con-
cede to the championship ham state.
TV
NOTES
NEW YORK (UPI) - There
must be some irony in the quick
cancellation of the recently intro-
duced "Turn-On" weekly series
by the ABC network and the
show's sponsor. There were
instant complaints from various
stations that its humor was, to
say the least, "vulgar." The
irony? It was regarded as a
half-hour offspring, creation of
the same producing company,
of "Rowan and Martin's La Is
In," now in its second
season of popularity and about
as vulgar as they come. But
stations aren't cancelling "Laugh-
In." Is there a double standard
for one-hour and half-hour showk
of the same stripe? Or do Dan
Rowan and Dick Martin
personally have such charm as to
make their show immune from
similar complaints?
It is a shame that CBS started
off its series, maybe one a season,
with the Royal Shakespeare
Company by presenting "A
Midsummer Night's Dream. Not
that it was badly done, nor
that someone else might have
&one it better. There were main-
wonderful British actors, far
direction by Peter Hall. But CB':
has to hope•that the serie4 will
capture the attention of a 'tulle
number of viewers other than the
ray; Mrs. Kathleen Prescott,
Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Wanda
Bailey, Rte. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Flossie Hopkins, 318 N. 7th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Pearl Scarborou-
gh, Rte, 1, Hazel; Baby Girl
Collins, Rte. 4, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Master Anthony Rutledge, 501
N. 2nd St., Murray; Eddie D.
pavis, 514 S. 7th St., Murray;
Mrs. Peggy Gibson, Hazel; Mrs.
Jessie White, 1405 Story Ave.,
Murray; Miss Carol Alexander,
Rte. 2, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Lacresia Jeffrey it Baby Boy,
Rte, 1, Hazel; Mrs. Helen Ander-
son, Rte, 1, Hardin; Mrs. Ruby
Jewell, 1510 Johnson Boulevard,
Murray, Mrs. Delores Seaford,
745 Nash Dr., Murray, Hal K.
Kingins , 1105 S. 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Clarice McDaniel, Rte. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Sandra Burkeen,
it Baby Boy, Rte. 6, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Townley, Rte. 2, Fa-
rmington; Joshua Parker, Rte, 1,
Murray; Mrs. Elkin Parker, Rte.
I, Murray; Fsank Hanley, Rte. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Lou CreeteSuiter,
111 St. 12th St., Murray, Master
Jimm) McCoart (Expired), Rte,
5, Murray.
Bible Thought for Today
Jests said: except year righteousness shall exceed
the righteousness et the scribes and Pharisees, ye shallIn ne ease enter int* the kingdom of heaven.
-Matthew 5:211.
Keeping rules does not make you good The goodness
Christ expects goes beyond rules to loving concern.
20 Years Ago Today
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Mrs. Mary Jane Compton, age 79, ded March 10 at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Vina Garland.
Robert M. Lamb was elected president of the Murray
Rotary Club at the meeting held at the Woman's Club
House. Other officers are Guy Billington, Ray Brown-
field, Hunter Love, Ralph Woods, and Dan Hutson.
Girl Scouts of Murray will Join in the nationwide
celebraUon of the Girl Scout 37th birthday today, ac-
cording to Mrs. 011ie Barnett of the Murray Girl Scout
Council.
L. A. Moore has been elected as president of the new
Eggner's Ferry Bridge Area Association formed to pro-
mote "tourist consciousness" among the residents and
business houses located In the lake area.
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Almanac
by United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Mareh
12, the 7144 day of lea with
294 to follow.
The moon is between Its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are Mer-
cury. Mars mid Jupiter.
The amine stars are Venus
and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1912, Mrs. Juliette Gordon
Low organized the first Girl
Scouts of America troop, in
Savannah, Ga.
In 1933, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, in office eight
does, made the first of his fire-
side
In 1001, Germaly invaded
Austria.
In 1963, the House voted to
grant former British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill hon-
orary US. citizenship.
A thought for the day -
'President Franklin D. Roose-
velt said, "There is no indi.
spensable man."
hard-core culture - addict
minority that will drool at an',.
thing with the Shakespeare label
vdthout inducement. There is. as
in all of Shakespeare's pla7s.
some eloquent I e in 'A
Midsummer Night's but
whether done on stage or where-
ever, it has to be one of the
great dramatic bores of all time --
confused, arch (even for a fairy
tale), as unfunny as it strives to
be funny, a shortcut to Dullsville.
Give the non-addict a whiff of
such, and he may never tune in
Shakespeare again
Silver And Bronze Stars Awarded
Posthumously To Benton Native
HONORED-Cel. E. W. Birdsong, MSti military science pro.
fewer, gives posthumous award for etc. James E. Clines.
Beaton, of Silver and Bronze Stars to Mrs. Goma Gibson
died of wounds while on a combat operation In Vietnam on
Nwv. 35, NW.
The Silver
Star and Bronze Star medals
have been posthumously award-
ed to the wife of Pfc. James E.
Pfc. Glisson, a native of Ben-
ton, died of wounds while on a
combat operation in Vietnam,
November 30, 1968.
The Silver Star, the nation's
third highest award for heroism,
was presented Glisson by
Col. Elf W. Birdsong, professor
of military science at Murray
State University.
The official citation states that
"Private First Class Glisson's
extraordinary heroism in close
combat against an armed hostile
force was in keeping with the
highest traditions of the military
service and reflects great credit
upon himself and the United
States Army."
At the time of his death Pfc.
Glisson was assigned ,to Com-
pany B, Fifth Battalion, 60th In-
fantry of the Ninth Infantry Divi-
sion. He had served in Vietnam
from Oct. 2, 1966, until the time
of his death.
The citation states that "After
his platoon made contact with a
numerically superior enemy
force, Chasm courageously ex-
posed himself to the intense hos-
tile fire as he moved &mime his
comrades to administer aid to
the wounded and orient the re-
!urn fire of some of the men who
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were on their first combat mis-
sion.
"Observing that one of the ma-
chine gunners was out of ammu-
nition, Glisson moved through
the enemy fusillade to obtain a
resupply and was returning to
the machine gun position when
he was critically wounded. Even
after he had been wounded he
continued forward until he col-
lapsed."
In addition to the Silver Star,
Pfc. Glisson was awarded the
Bronze Star Medal for meritori-
otnevervice, the Purple Heart,
the tombat Infantryman's
Badge, Good Conduct Medal, the
National Defense Medal, Viet-
nam Campaign Ribbon and Viet-
nam Service Medal.
Pfc. Glisson won the Bronze
St& foi- "distinguishing himself
by outstanding meritorious serv-
1.611411.
•
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TECHNICOLOR A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
lee in connection with military
operations against a hostile force
Is the Republic of Vietnam.
"Hls rapid amassment and so- -
lotion of numerous problems *gib:
herent in a counteensursenser-
envirunment greatly enhanced ",
the allied effectiveness against
a determined and aggressive -
enemy."
In addition to his wife, Mrs.'
Laverne Mason, Benton Rt. 1,
Pfc. Glisson is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Max E. r.
Glissoo and a brother, Jerk.
Glisson of Benton
Noel Harrison and singer
Bobbie Gentry will be co-hosts
of a musical variety scial called
"The Spring Thing' on NBC
April 28.
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Dark Will Work On Hitting
And Pitching For Cleveland
By JOE SARGIS
UPI Sports Writer
TUCSON, atria. UPI - Alvin
Dark proved a year ago that with
Ltd pitching and defense a club
even one like the Cleveland India-
ha can go a long way.
He's going to have to prove the
point all over again in 1969 if the
incuans are to be lathe America&
League's Eastern Division race,
and for the very same raison.
Once again it's hard to see the
Indians going all the way unless,
of course, hitting, the missing
irOredient, materialises out of
somewhere.
"The Red Sox, Orioles and Ti-
gers are the teams to beat," says
Dark. "No question stout it, alth-
ough of the three I think the Red
Sax will be the toughest. They are
experienced but young, and if
Tony Conigliaro comes back they
will be even that much tougher."
Dark, although he doesn't come
r Let out and say it, believes the
Tigers aren't as good as their
1968 record shows, and as such
doesn't think they will do it again.
McLain the Difference
"One man Denny McLain wins
25 more games than he loses and
that makes the big difference,"
said Dark. "He wasn't good. He
An fantastic, and when was the
last time any pitcher went 25
games over .500. If he has just
a good year, say 20.10, then his
club is not really all that tough."
As for his own club, the India-
ns, the club will start the 1969
season with one of the best pitch-
ing staffs in baseball. Luis Tiant
21-9 and a 1.60 earned rini average
In 1968, Sim McDowell 15-14 and
11181 era, Sonny Siebert12-10and
2.98 and Stan Williams 12-10 and
2.50 are the big four once again.
Behind them, Dark has the
sormarmed Steve Margan 8-15 as
a spot of fifth starter and Vincen-
te Remo, Horacio Pine and Jack
Hamilton in the bullpen. Eleven
other pitchers, none with any ma-
jor league experience to speak of,
are battling for thsether two spo-
The catching Is solid with Joe
Azcue and Duke Sims, They split
the lob last year and between
them drove in 86 runs and hit
15 homers. Ken Suarez and Ray
Fosse, who batted .031 with Port-
land of the Pacific Coast League
last year, are battling for the
third spot.
Dark isn't sure bow many cat-
chers he will carry, It all depen-
ds on bow the hitting shaper up
elsewhere. In other words, he'il
like to go with just two receivers
but may bare to carry three.
In the infield, big Tony Horton,
with 14 homers and 59 runs batted
in last year, and Max Alvis, who
slipped to just .223 and eight
homers in 1968, are theonly ones
SIM of regular work.
Dark is trying out nineplayers
at second and shortstop and prob-
ably won't make up his mind un-
til the season is well underway.
That's because he doesn't have
a single solid candidsle for either
job. Zoilo Versalles, who came
over from the Dodgers, and Lar-
ry Brown are the leading candi-
dates at shortstop and Vern Ful-
ler and Dave Nelson at second.
Nelson had the best batting aver-
age of that quartet .274 in 1968,
but that was at Portland
The outfield is just about In
the same disarray with only Jose
Cardeoal, who hit .257 in 1968,
set in colter. With oetftelders in
the Cleveland camp in short sim-
ply there are only seven in all it
will be a case more of elimination
than competition.
The best bets are that Dark
eventually will settle on Lou
Johnson and Russ Snyder.
Johnson hit .257 in 65 games
after coming over from the Cubs
and Snyder tatted .281. The other
candidates are Jimmie Hall, .198
Lee Mays .281, Ron Allen .282,
at Rock Hill, and Rich Schein-
blum .304 at Portland and .218
at Cleveland.
Seven teams in the A. L. last
yair scored more rims than the
Ledians although only Detroit and
Baltimore finished ahead of th-
em.
"If we can improve our hitt-
ing," says Dark, "Then I think
we can make it an interesting
season. The boys have worked
hard this spring and we've seen
„signs of improvement along that
line."
Luke Eastern has been hired
as hitting coach and he's worked
overtime with a half dozen play-
ers, notably Horehn, Alvis, Ful-
ler and Brown.
"I am convinced we'll hit bet-
ter this year than last, " says
Easter.
If it can be translated into runs
Once the season starts, then the
Indians could be third again this
year, but certainly not higher.
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KY. YIESLEYAN
SEEKS REVENGE
EVANSVILLE , Ind UPI -Ken-
tucky Wesleyan, which ranked
No.1 until deposed by top-ranked
Ashland of Ohio in the final week
of regular play, will be out to
make it We duumpioestiips in a
row when as Mk NNW NCAA
college dildos buitsibsll tour-
nament opens Wedassday.
Ashland and Kentucky Wesley-
an are listed as co-favorites
since the two teams are listed
in separate brackets and cannot
meet each other until Friday
night's title clash. Ashland topp-
ed the UPI small college coaches
rating while Kentucky Wesleyan
finished third.
In the Wednesday afternoon
games, San Francisco State 20-8
met American International of
Springfield, Mass., 19-3 and Mon-
tclair State of New Jersey 24-2
went against Southwest Missouri
22-4.
Wednesday night's action will
pit Oglethorpe of Georgia 23-4
against the Kentuckians 22-5 and
Ashland 25-2 against Illinois Sta-
te 19-9.
Ashland is the nation's No. 1
defensive team, while Kentucky
Wesleyan, which also won the
tournament in 1966, will have
four of their regulars from last
year back.
Kentucky won the South region-
als, Oglethorpe the South Atlan-
tic, San F ranctsco State the West,
American won in New England,
Montclair the East, Southwest
Missouri the Midwest and Ash-
land the Mideast.
Pepper Rodgers is the only
former player to return to the
Orange Bowl as a coach, the ex-
Georgia Tech player guiding the
Kansas team last Jan. I against
Penn State.
SPORTS
Pinson Satisfies Redbirds As
Replacement for Roger Mans
By FEED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
One /oak art Veda Pinson in
action toss all the St. Louis
Cardinals needed to wish Rogei
Marls a happy retirement.
Pinson, acquired from the
Cincinnati Reds after Mans'
reeirement last October, is es•
pected to make the Cardinal
outfield even stronger then it
was in 1988.
Pinson tripled with two on to
highlight a four-run rally in the
third inning and hit a two-run
homer in the fourth m the
Cardinals romped over the Phil-
adelphia Phillies 8-1. Lou
Hawk, also appearing in his
fiat exhibition game of the
spring, added a double and a
Angle in three tries to the
Cardinals' 12-hit attack.
Made Strong Sheering
John Cumberland, a rookie
left-handed pitcher who could
be the New York Yankees' No
4 starter, made his second
strong showing of the spring in
a 5-3 triumph over the Chicago
White Sox. 'Cumberland &Dew-
ed one hit in four innings and
has yielded only that hit and no
runs in seven exhibition inn-
ings. Tom Shopay's two-run
single in the seventh inning
produced New York's winning
margin.
The Baltimore Orioles took
'-advssiCage of i4iaWi, debt by
rookie Dick Such, and an in-
field single by Mark Belanger
to beat the Washington Senst.
ors 2-1 and hand theim their
run in the eighth inning on
Mike Epstein's double and a
RegionalTourney Starts
Tonight at Murray State
The First Region Kentucky
Basketball Tournament begins
tonight at the Murray State
University Sports Arena at 7:00
p. m. The first game will find
Hickman County's Falcons tak-
ing on the Ballard Memorial
Bombers. Hickman is coached
by Jim Wright and Ballard by
Dale Ray.
The second game in tonight's
action will pit Coach Don Breed-
en's North Mershall Jets against
the Cubs from Cuba Kentucky.
Eddie Ford is head coach for
Cuba.•
TONIGHT'S LINEUPS
HICKMAN COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
"Falcons"
Name Pos. No.
James Crum*  0 11
Keith Barber  0 U
Stanley Thomas   ▪ G
Fay Jordan  F 21
Don Estes  0 23
Roy McKendros F 25
Steve Ward  F al
Steve Ivy  0 Is
Alan Barclay  F 25
Terry Fuller  C 41
Ronnie Mullins  F 43
Charles Vinson  CI 45
HEAD COACH — Jim Wight
ASST. COACH — David King
PRINCIPAL — James H. Phillips
COLORS — Red, Black and White/
Ht
5-11
5-6
5-8
6-0
5-8
6-0
5-11
5-8
6-2
6-0
6-0
5-9
Or
12
12
9
11
10
11
12
11
12,
10
MANAGERS — Leo Witherspoon, Card* Simmons,
George Hoskins, Sandy Aleshire
CHEERLEADERS — Debbra Curtin, Susan Bostick,
Susie Gs& Lynita Jackson. Joyce James, Donna
Jordan
vs.
BALLARD MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
"Bombers"
Name Poe. No. ZS. T.
White Dark
Jeff Jenkins  C 1233 54 32
Yogi Trice  G 24 VS s-s 12
Brady Howls  0 10 11 5-18 11
Jelin Pafford  C 20 21 8-3 11
Ronnie Yates  F U 53 1-1 11
Doug Garrett  F 14 15 5-11 11
▪ David Curtis  0 44 U 11
Randy Hit  F 20 U 5-11 it.
mae Broldey  0 3425 • U
Jim Yanks,  0 54 U 5-8 11
Tommy Draper  F U 31 4-9 11
Randy Allen .... 0 40 41 5-$ 11
COACH — Data Ray- Asst. Caw* — Hugh Wear
PRINCIPAL — Bob Buchanan
e CHEERLEADERS — Debby Gully, Patti Wilson, June
Ann Oldham, Dianne Jackson, Cheryl Shemweli,
Amy Summers, Alice Thompson
MANAGERS — Randy Floyd, Larry Purcell
SPONSOR — Dianne Ray
SCHOOL COLORS — Green and White
a
S.
NORTH MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL
"Jets"
Player's Name Pa.. No. Ht. Or.
WD
J. D. Barrett  G II 11 5-8
Albert Beth  C 55 55 6-2
Glenn Davis  C 41 41 6-3
Steve Davis  F 35 3.5 6-2
Pickle Cock e  F 15 15 6-1
Barry Faith  0 3 03 5-9i
Rodney Griggs   F 13 13 6-3
Herman Harrington 31 31 6-2
Dale Hughes   G 21 21 5-10
Rickle Hughes  F 23 23 6-1
Jim Johnston  G 25 25 6-1
Jim Smith  F 43 43 8-1
Charles Doty 
Ronnie Faith
Roger Start
COACH — Don Breeden
6-1
G 5-10
5-10
PRINCIPAL — Barney Thweatt
12
12
12
12
10
12
11
12
11
10
12
11
10
le
11
CHEERLEADERS — Patty Dacus, Rhonda Darnell,
Billie Dowell, Marcia Lindsey, Ann McLemore,
Linda Pershing.
SCHOOL COLORS — Red. White and Bin..
MANAGERS -. Leslie Breeden, BM Doyle, Jeff Fost-
er
VS
CUBA HIGH SCHOOL
"Cubs"
Name Pos. No. Ht.
Whitt Green
Billy Parm  C 50 53 6-4
Jimmy Para  C 52 55 6-4
David Redden  0 20 21 5-11
Danny Howard  0
Ronnie Fuller 
Keith Mcc
Thomas Swatsell 
David Jones
Marvin McKinney
Tim Hicks
Tommy Morris 
Dale Jones 
COACH — Eddie Ford
Or.
12
12
12
24 25 5-10 11
40 3.1 5-10 11
44 41 6-3 10
42 43 6-3 10
22 23 6-1 10
12 51 5-10 11
10 11 5-10 10
34 45 6-1 10
14 15 5•9 9
PRINCIPAL — W. W. Chumblet
CHEERLEADERS — Jen McAlister. Patti McAlister,
Emily Vincent, Linda Pierce, Kathy Darnell. Hope
Pickard
MANAGERS — Dcnald Swatzell. Robert Wilkens,
Greg Miller
single by Tim Cullen.
Ted Uhlaender's grand slam
homer off rookie Dave Gray in
the second inning paced the
Minnesota Twins to a 7-8 vic-
tory which dealt the Boston
Red Sox their first loss of the
spring. Tony Contgliaro doubled
home two runs and George
Thomas had a two-run single
for the Red Sox. The Red Sox
had won three straight gamedprior to the loss.
Tigers Defeat Pirates
Dick McAuliffe doubled and
scored on Mickey Stanley's sin-
gle in the ninth inning as the
world champioo Detroit Tigers
defeated the Pittsburgh Pirates
5-4. The Tigers tied the score
in the eighth on a homer by
rookie outfielder Ron Woods.
Ratty Alou had a two-run sing-
le for the Pirates.
Cleon Jones, the New York
Meta' leading hitter with a .297
average last season, hit for the
cycle in a 15-7 victory over
the Philadelphia Phillies' B
team. Jones, hitting .500 with
six hits in,12 tries this sPrin&
singled of!' Jeff James in the
first inning, doubled and ho-
mered off Manny Muniz and
climaxed the day with a triple
off Gary Wagner. It was the
Mets' first victory after three
deflates.
• Rick Reichardt and wild card
pulematting— Bob Chance hit
runeeoring doubles as the Cali-
fornia Angela scored six runs
in the seventh inning to beat
the Chicago Cubs 7-4. Aurelio
Rodriguez and Jarvis Tatum had
runecoring singles in the big
inning against Cub reliever Ted
Abernathy. It was the winless
Aube' fourth straight loss.
Second Loss
Johnny Bench drove in three
Tuns with a triple, double and
*ogle to lead the Cincinnati
Reds over the Kansas City Roy-
als 6-1. The Royals, who suf-
fered their second loss in six
ryes, scored their run offNolan on a double by
WEDNERDAY — MARCH 12. 1888
rietured here is tne urrey State University Girls Basketball Team. Mildrow (left to right): Linda Stovall, Cindy Almendenger, Brenda. Thomason,Dee Dukes, Ruth Bennett, Sylvia Almendenger. Back row (left to right):Miss Ruth Jones, coach, Cheryl Underwood, Cookie Murrell, Sue Pine, PatWard Mrs. Dewdrop Rowlett. supervisor, Kay Carter and Carla Coffey.
Mike Fiore and a single by
Steve Whitaker.
Jack Hamilton pitched out of
a third-inning jam by thsowing
a double play ball to Ron Davis
with the bases filled and gave
up only two hits in four inn-
ings as the Cleveland Indians
defeated the San Diego Padres
5-3. Nate -Colbert was hit on
the head by a Hamilton pitch
but did not appear sertoully in-
jured.
Clete Boyer's homer and
Mike Lum's two-run double en-
abled the AtLifita Braves to
score three runs in the eighth
inning and down the Houston
Astros 5-3.
Ted Sizemore, a rookie se-
cond baseman, had three sing-
les and Bill Russell, a rookie
second baseman, had two hits
to lead the Los Angeles Dodgers
to a 4-1 victory over the Mon-
treal Expos.
Sal Bando and Joe Nossek
had four hits each as the Oak-
land Athletics bombarded six
pitchers for 20 hits and whip-
ped the San Francisco Giants
11-5, Bobby Bonds hit a two
run triple, but it was a bad day
all-around for the Giants, who
reported no progress in their ,
negotiations with holdouts Wil
lie MaCovey and Juan learichal ,
Bowling Standings
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LEAGUE
Weak of March 7, 1969
Teem W. L.
Sparemakers 55 33
Four Seasons 484 39%
Befuddled Four 47% 40%
Twisters 45 43
Trumpets 44 44
Astros 42% 45%
4 Fantastics 40% 47%
Glory Stompers 31 57
High Team Geme
Astros  574
Four Seasons  572
Sparemakers  584
High Team Series
Four Seasons  1879
Befuddled Four  1588
4 Fantastics  1572
High led. Game Scratch
Jean Chancey  215
Mary Smith  192
One Birdsong  184
High Ind, Game WMC
Jean Chancey  250
Barbara Latimer  233
Otis Birdsong  225
High Ind. Series Scratch
Mary Contri  480
Jean Chancey  469
Mary Smith  459
High Ind. Series WIC .
Mary Contri '239
Shirley Billington  811
Barbara Latimer  580
Splits Converted
Shirley Billington 3-7
Mary Contri ,  2-7
Ramona Roberts  5-8
' Anna Requarth - $4-10
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To Be Married In June
MISS LYNN MARIE YOUNG
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stephen Young, Jr., of Paducah an-
. trounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daugh-
ter, Lynn Marie, to Gary S. Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Grogan of Frankfort.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Frank S. tOallIt
Sr., of Paducah. The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Bunn C. Swann and Bob Grogan, all of Murray.
Miss Young, a 1965 Tilghman High School graduate, is a
senior elementary education and English major at Murray State
University. Her sorority is Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Mr. Grogan was graduated- from Franklin County High
School in 1965 and is now a senior industrial arts major at )(ar-
ray State University with an area in drawing. He Is. member of
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
• The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday evening, June
7, at the First Baptist Church. Pad
Marlins Wilson Is
Honored At Party
At Henry Home ,
Miss Marilyn Jean Wilsor,
March 23rd bride-elect of Tho-
mas Lee Walker, was the hon-
oree at a delightfully planned
Coke party and surprise kit-
chen gadget shower on Satur-
day. March 1, at two o'clock in
the afternoon at the home of
Mn. Jerry Henry, 1400 Vine
Street.
saes'
Mrs. He pi' the
dudes was Him Judy
honoree chose to wear
for :he special occasion a red,
white. and blue plaid dress
with silk collar and bow. She
? Was presented a corsage made
of dish cloths with kitchen
items.
The gifts were Placed In a
; waste basket which was later
presented as gift to the honoree
to by the hostesses. Mist Wilson
re opened her gifts for the guests
to view.
Refreshments of open faced
sandwiches, cookies, and Cokes
, were served from the table ems-
tend with • lovely arrange-
,seem of jonquils The punch
bowl was filled with flower,
frozen in ice and the sandwich-
as were served from a itherr tray.
t Twelve persons including the
honoree's mother, Mrs H. W.
(Stub) Wilson, were included In
• the guest list.
-
•
• • •
PERSONALS
Mrs. John Thomas Higgins of
Murray Route Six has been dis-
missed from Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. 
4
• •
Bedroom Floor
1(111k - Want
s.mething different on your
bedroom floor? The nip coun-cil of Sm.-rir-A simp..eits tri 'mg
i-erantic tile in a r&w. size and
shape that will .giye your bed-
room personality all its 'ow..
Proeticahty. adds the Coursed.
comes built-in with reramic tile
Elm Grove Has
Special Programs
The Woman's Missionary Soc-
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church met at the church on
Monday, Tuesday, and Friday
afternoons of last week to ob-
serve the week of prayer for
home missions.
"The Living Church" was the
theme of the programs for the
week taken from the Royal Ser-
vice magazine. "Forward Thr-
ough the Ages"u  jizzgrese
theteelor
Mrs. Earl Lein/ lii c
of the program on Monday on
"At Work", and Mrs. Bessie
Colson on Tuesday for "En-
countering the World".
The programs on Friday af-
ternoon were on "Ministering
in Love" led by Mrs. Keys Keel
and 'The Church Victorious"
with Mrs. Charles Burkeen as
the leader.
Others present and taking
part tn the programs were Ma-
dames Harry Shekel, George
Costley, Alvin Futrell, Albert
Crider, Dick Futrell, Alfred
Keel, Walton Fulkerson, Pearl
Moore, Maudie Hale, T. G. Shot-
toa, Thannie Parker, John
Stamps, Hardin Morris, Hilda
Maupin, and Charles Henry.
• • •
•
Simmons Home Is
Scene Of Jessie
Ludrvick Meeting
The lovely home of Mrs. A.
W. Simmons. Jr.. was the scene
of the March meeting of the
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
First Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. Carroll Guy was in
charge of the program and pre-
sented the study on the book of
James.
The devotional part of tee
program was given by Mrs. Her-
bert Brooks who read the 23rd
chapter of Psalms.
Mrs. Vernon Campbell, circle
chairman, presided and opened
the meeting with prayer. An-
nouncement was made of the
family night supper.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
Other members present were
Mesdames Louise Dick. Charles
Moffett. Robert Kimball, and
because it- caay to deem. never Charles Simons. Visitors were
need, %axing and elAa%.• look- Mrs E. R. Hagan and Mrs.
like neu George Gellman.
J&L HEALTH CLUB
Will Be Open .
WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS
For Ladies Only
11015 TO 9 P.M.
Starting Friday, March 14
Phone 753-7331 315 Spruce Street
—
300AL CALENDAR
Wallsoodav. Mord 12
Liss who have volunteers'
to wok In the Milisey screen-
ing gamma in the city and
county schools am urged to at-
tend the histneetina smating at
the Murray Woman's Club
house at 9:30 am.
• • •
The ladles day Insehoss will
be served at the Calloway
Caunty Country mat* noon
Call Mesdames Don 11.100.011.,
Cleburne Adams, or Bill Crouse
for reservations by Monday.
Km Bob Blllington is hostas,
for bridge at 9:90
• • •
The New Hope Homemakers
Cub will meet 'th Mn. Isaac
Graeae at 1:3i p.m.
• • •
-he Harris Grow! Homemak-
ers 1:1::b will meet at the Corn-
enmity Centcr at ten a.m. for
a potluck luncheon and the les-
son on "Burlap Flowers".
• • •
The rely Concord Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Louise Patterson at 1:30
p.m. Note change in time.
• • •
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs, Keys
Futrell, 1011 Olive, at 2:30 pm.
• • •
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Wayne Hardie at one p.m.
Note change in date
• • •
Tt! women of The Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular bridge day at 9:30 am.
Mrs. Freed& Butterworth will
be hostess and requests that
reservations be made at once,
by Monday evening if possible.
Her phone number is 753-1293.
• • •
Circles of the WSCS of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet as follows: Ruth Wil-
son with Mrs. Max G. Carman,
505 South llth Street, Wesley-
an with Mrs. Joe Cowin, 1508
Story Avenue, arid Hannah with
Mrs. Harold Ever meyer, 820
North 19th Street, all at 7:30
p.m
• • •
C,arma Jane is the name cho-
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Noel Ilene;
rix of ,-Murray Route Six tog
their baby girl, weighing al
pounds one ounce, bora a
Thursday, March 8, at 4:23 am.
at the lgurray.Calloway County
HooplUl.
They have another daughter,
Shaneougay, age 2%.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. F. Hendrix of Calico
Rock, Ark., and Mr. and Mrs.
A. L DeWeese of Cunningham.
S e.
Mr and Mrs. Ronnie Carlton
of Farmington Route One are
the parents of a son, Jimmy Er-
win, weighing eight pounds two
ounces, born et 9:11 p.m. on
Friday, March 7, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby's grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Trousdide
of Mayfield Route One and 1111r.
and Mrs. Leonard Carlton, ii'.,
of Farmington Route One.
Great grandparents are 110m.
Jewel Guthrie of Farmington
Route One, Mr. and Mrs. Val-
lace Trousdale of Mayfield,
bard Carlton, Sr., and Mrs.
na Vinson, both of Chicago,
• • •
A daughter, Julie Danetie,
weighing eight pounds eight
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Paschall of
Tenn., on Friday, March
10:30 p.m. at the Murray
loway County Hospital.
The grandparents are
na Mae Weeks of Paris, Te
and Mr. and Mrs. Winford
hall of Puryear, Tenn.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Don Baker is
1508 Parklane Drive, Murray,
nnounce the birth of a arm,
lEvan Glenn, weighing sevenThursday, Mards 13 pounds twelve ounces, bore Ms
The Elm Grove WMS will Friday, March 7, at 6:20 p.m. ithave a prayer meeting at the the Min:my-Calloway CondtYhome Of Mrs. Walton Fulkerson Hospital,
at 9:30 am.
• • •
The Memorial Baptist Church
Woman's Missionary Society will
Ye et taispion Vat,‘"ln Aloha
, at _the at 5-45
A puck 'per will be
served.
• • •
The South Murray Homminak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Harold Everianeyer at
10:30 am.
• • •
The Newcomers Club will
meet at the Community Center
at 7:30 p.m Hostesses are Mes-
dames Elwood Brown, Bill Bar-
nette, Ronnie Cella, and Bill
Draper. Howard Steely Will be
the speaker.
• • •
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. lays Wells at
one pm.
• • •
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Gerald Stone at 12:30 p.m.
• • •
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will have a dinner meet-
ing at the Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m
• • •
*The Dorothy Circle of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Irby
Hendon at 9:30 am.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
p.a. Mrs. Harold Wilkins°. and
Mrs. Tommy Story will be hos-
tesses.
• • •
Friday, March 14
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the homa
of Mrs. Angie Gibbs, 1641'Farm-
er Avenue, at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
Teen Age night will be held
at the Dexter Community Cen-
ter. Mrs. William Flood and
Mrs. B. C. Edwards wW he hos-
tesses this week.
• is •
Saturday, March 13
A Chili supper will be held
at the Dexter Community Cen-
ter, sponsored by the Dexter
Holisemakers Club. Chill, chill
dogs, drinks, coffee, cake, and
pie will be served.
• • •
The Kentucky Rho Chapter
of Alpha Delta Kappa will have
a luncheon at the Holiday Inn
at noon Mrs Ruth Raney, state
president, will speak Hostesses
will be June Smith, Martha
Crofton, and Mabelle Walker.
• • •
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall
starting at six am, sponsored
by the WSCS of the Martins
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
• • •
A turkey shoot will be held
They have one daughter,
ecia, age six.
Grandparents are Mr. and
rs. Javie Baker of Benton and
es. Dew English of Smith.
and. Mao- 0 C. Mitchell of
I:Athlete& is • great grandma-,
er.
S e.
Miss Vicki Hopkins
Presides At Beta
Club Meeting
The monthly meeting of the
Calloway County High School
Beta Club was held Monday af-
ternoon. March 3, at one o'clock.
After the opening rituals and
the Beta Song. Carolyn Ven-
able read a passage from the
Bible The recording secretary
called the roll and read the min-
utes of the February meeting.
Max Cleaver gave the treasur-
ers' report.
President Vicki Hopkins an-
nounced the dates of some up-
coming events including t he
Spring District Beta meeting
which will be held April 18 at
Reidland High School.
The club nominated as can-
didates for District Beta Club
officers: President, Max Cleav-
er; vice president, Kevin Coop-
er: and secretary, Ruth Ann
Barrow. The club voted to leave
the office of devotional 'eider
open for a new member instead
of the office of song leader.
It was announced that the
seniors willos-be guests at the
Beta Banquet and that all other
members can pay their money
to either the sponsors or the
treasurers. The National Beta
Journal was distributed The
next meeting will be March 23.
• • •
GIRL JOCKEY LOSES
SAN JUAN, P. R. Pi — Di-
ane Crump failed by a length
of becoming the first woman
jockey to win a race at ElCom-
mandante track Sunday when
C.ezannio II closed fas to best
Verscmaker. Versemaker. who
never had finished better than
third in a race, paid $7.30.
Half the U.S. population un
der 15 has never been to a den
tist, says the U.S. Public Health
Service.
Phone 753-1917
-41110dMINVON14._ WEDNESDAY — MARCH 12, 1989
or 733-4947 Holland-Mattingly Engagement *
June Wedding Planned
MISS SHIRLEY ANN
.a
(Photo b Inuit)
COCHRAN- ----
Kr. and Mrs. Clifton Howard Cochran of 1310 Farris Ave--
nue, Mang&aanounce the engagement and approaching mar-
riage eIREIEIFoldest daughter, Shirley Ann, to Robert Keith Mar-
tin, son of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Martin, Jr., of Princeton
Route Three.
Miss Cochran is the granddaughter of Mrs. Virgil Cochran
of Ellis Drive, Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from Murray High Scholl in the
class of 1966. She is presently a junior at Murray State Univer-
sity where she is majoring in elementary education. She is a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority.
Mr. Martin graduated frost Caldwell County High School
in 1965. He is currently a senior at Murray State University maj-
oring in accounting and will graduate in June. He is a member
of Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
The wedding will take place at the University Church of
Christ on Friday, June 6, at six o'clock in the evening. All fri-
ends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of town In-
vitations are being INItraimerir tlgtarli
- --
Keep the heat low whenDeadline Nears For
Women's Clubs Art
Talent Contest
The deadline for the art tal-
ent contest for high school sen-
ion sponsored by the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs is
March 15, 1969, it was announc-
ed today by Mrs. George Cohen
(Mt. Sterling 4(1253), state con-
test chairman.
The Kentucky winner will
compete for one of four nat-
ional scholarships offered oy
Hallmark Cards, Inc., Kansas
City, Mo. The scholarships of
$1,000, $750, $650, and $600 are
for tuition and fees at the col-
lege, university, or art school
"Noted by the student. Alter-
nates will be chosen, and if any
of the top four winners cannot
take advantage of their scho-
larships, the alternates will
move up.
Seniors at public and private
schools 'Rho will enter college
in the fall of 1969 are eligible to
compete, Mrs. Cohen said. Stu-
dents should enter through an
affiliated women's club in their
home town or school district.
"This is the 17th year the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs and Hallmark Cards have
co-sponsored the event," declar-
ed Mrs. Walter Varney Magee,
orwc president. Since the pro-
gram's inception, Hallmark
scholarships have been present-
ed to 49 young people from 29
states spanning the nation.
• • •
Miss Nancy Brooks,
Howard A. Mayne
To Be Married
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Brooks, 102
South Sixteenth Street. Mur-
ray, announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Nancy. of Indianapolis, Ind., to
rd A. Mayne, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Xen Mayne of Con-
. Ind. ,
The bride-elect received her
heior of Arts from Murray
Mete University and has done
graduate work at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee Medical Unit,
Memphis, Tenn. She is employ-
ed as bio-chemist in medical
imsearch at the Eli Lilly Com-
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Mayne is a graduate of
Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, and is presently working to-
ward his }ow degree in India-
spoils, Ind.
The Broadway United Metho-
dist Church, Indianapolis, Ind,
will be the scene of the wedd-
ing on Saturday, March 29, at
two o'clock in the afternoon.
at the Hardin Conservation
Club from nine a m to five
p.m., sponsored by the Dexter
Community Club.
• • •
A country jamboree will be
held at Aurora School starting
at seven p.m. Admission will Ds
$1 00 and 50 cents with pro-
ceeds going to Glen and Dixie
Rudolph who are ill.
• • •
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will have a prpgressiVe dinner
with the first course being 
sereed at the home of Glenda Smith,
Bailey Road.
cooking with cheese. This dairy
food needs only enough heat to
melt and blend with other
ingredients. High heat or excess
cooking will make cheese tough
ind stnngy.
'
MISS NANCY CAROL HOLLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Wyvan Franklin Holland of 711 Elm Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their only daughter, Nancy Carol, to William Lawrence Mattinj-
ly, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mattingly of Louisville. IF
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
T. Clayton of Calvert City and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Holland of
Murray Route One.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Lawrence Mattingly,
Senior and Mrs. Gertrude Saddler.
Miss Holland is a 1968 graduate of Murray High School and
Is attending Murray State University majoring in Secretarial
Science.
Mr. Mattingli is a fraduate of Kentucky Military Institute
In Louisville and is attending Murray State majoring in pre-
dental.
Wedding plans are incomplete at the present time.
Callowayoffigh
FHA Has Meeting
The Executive Council of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Home-
makers of America met recent-
ly for the purpose of discussing
the FHA's plans for the remain
der of the school year.
President, Rita Chaney, pre-
sided as the officers repeated
the opening rituals and went
over the tentative schedule for
the March club meeting.,.
Plans were made for eavaral
of the officers to speak to the
home economics classes to fur-
Iher progress in one of the'
chapter's national projects,
"Make Your Money Behave."
Announcements were inada
about meetings of the nominat-
ing and Style Show committees
and further plans were made
toward the annual Mather-
Daughter Banquet to be hel'
at the Holiday Inn, March 11,
at 7:30. The girls made several
suggestions concerning new
techniques to be used in the
Style Show, April 29. seven.
officers were requested in Me
with the Style Shaw .1111111.
tees to present these ideas."-
There were nine officers and
two advisors present.
Mart,It htl,t1t. omth among
the 4s ti,' in crupu Lt non
f
College Cleaners
1411 OUT. Blvd.
— FLU PICKUP and DELIMIT —
Truly Pine Cleaning Phone 713-111113
SUNDAE
Buy one sundae
at regular price
get another for
only a penny more
Thursday and Friday
This week only
Eat, drink and be merry!
At all pffirticipating
Kentucky
DAIRY QUEEN STORES
U.S.OS. Aat a. a. can,
0 sals Am. O. Q. C.a.
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4. HOLLAND
Holland of 711 Elm Street,
Ind approaching marriage of
William Lawrence Mattinj-
ifattingly of Louisville. wr
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
md Mrs. Herman Holland of
ion of Lawrence Mattingly,
of Murray High School and
ity majoring in Secretarial
Kentucky Military Instittite
ray State majoring in pre-
at the present time.
iter's national projects,
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nnouncements were made
it meetings of the nominat-
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NEW YORK
woman looked like everybody's
-.mom. Yet she had just been
accosted by a sex offender. Her
hands trembled as she described
the man to the lieutenant at
police headquarters.
"I was walking to the bus
stop," she said. "He came along
in a car and stopped and called
me. He said, 'Pardon me, ma'am,
but can you tell me where the
nearest hospital is
7' Guided by the offender's
method of operation, as well
as his physical description, the
y officer turned to a small cabinet,
e selected a 4 x4x I inch film
i magazine holding a 100 foot roll
! of 16 mm microfilm and inserted
it into a reader-printer unit.
He pushed a few buttons on a
keyboard. There was a whir of
Aih swiftly unwinding microfilm
inside and it halted.
11- The enlarged image of a mitri's
I head and shoulders appeared on
the viewing screen.
"That's him! That's the
man," the woman exclaimed.
In less than 10 seconds after
...the verbal description was given,
- this actual 'photograph of the
suspect was located. The speed
I contrasts sharply with the hours
sometimes days -- needed to
thumb through stacks of con-
ventional photos used in the
31dtime "rogue's gallery."
Wide Use
For lightning quick identifi-
cation -- instant retrieval of data
amid thousands of files - many
police departments arras. the
I nation are adding microfilm
systems to their arsenal of crime-
fighting weapons.
At Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
the city police department has
converted most of its records
to microfilm. "Nog shots," the
head photos of persons booked
for a crime, date hick to 1958.
Yet individual "mugs" can be
. ailed out at a moment's notice
wit the Recordak Miraeode
system.
Major Emory B. Morel, hea
of the Baton Rouge police de-
•
PAYS RESPECTS Israeli lead-
er Mrs 'Gold^ Meir visits
the grave of the late Premier
Levi Kahkoni in Jet-m.40.m
clfra ?son VIVI
HEUCOPTER RESCUE U.S. Army helicopter prepares to land
on the roof of a 13-story building in Seoul, South Korea, as
firemen fight the blaze on the ground level. The copter flew
nine missions to rescue 124 nersons trapped in the building.
Microfilm Enlists
In War on Crime
$rbiit
on two counts.
"It enables the witness to
make an identification while the
offender's face is fresh in his
memory," Morel says, "and it
gives us a head start in learning
whom to hunt for, saving con-
siderable manhours expended on
individual cases."
After identification is made,
the same Recordak Lodestar
reader-printer on which the image
is viewed can also provide an
8 112 by II inch paper facsimile.
Pressing a button produces the
facsimile in seconds, for use by
detectives hunting for the suspect.
In Atlanta, Ga., the city police
department has built a file of
more than 240,000:records of
persons arrested for crimes.
"We keep these records until
the subject dies," says Police
Chief Herbert Jenkins With ne%
records being added each day.
he says, "Saving storage space by
microfilming is a prime
advantage."
TV
NOTES
NE,W, YORK ( PI) - Leonard
Nianoy, who aroused so much
interest by his unusual character-
ization of Mr. Spork in the
"Star Trek" series, which dies
after this season, has a hedge
against the future. He writes
songs and has formed his own
music publishing company,
Adajul, a strange name combining
parts of the names of his children,
Adam and Julie. He also has in
circulation a Dot album, "The
Touch of Leonard Nimoy," on
which he sings. He wrote music
and lyrics for two songs in the
album and the lyrics for another
pair. One, "Maiden Wine," was
sung by Nimoy on a "Star Trek"
episode.
• • *
Th., singing Lennon Sisters,
long featured on Lawrence Welk 's
program, will have their own
Weekly variety hour on the ABC
network beginning next fall.
Jimmy Durante will be the host,
so there should be some fun as
well as sang. You can 
May 
a
preview or the series 6
when ARC offers a special with
the sisters and Ditrante. -
• * *
Mark down a Sept. 6 air date
'th Miss America. NBC will
sent the Atlantic City beauty
pageant for the fourth year.
• • *
The success CBS has had with
animated cartoon shows via
Charles Schulz's famous
"Peanuts" comic strip characters
probably provided some inspi-
ration for bringing Walt krIly's
"Pogo" comic strip animal charac-
ters to the air. NBC has "Pogo'.
Special if olida)
scheduled for a half hour May
18. Kelly has written the script,
which allsiwates every ds) bring
a .
• • •
.101  C hill Ilya,'
up a ..,•••1.1% one -hour ‘arii•t%
proilnced In 5E11•1•111
f4)r lir, wilcasting on 1114. 1B(
net ork la•gincting F.Asei
41111 lisis not %1•1
• •
1111111ek 
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You SAVE TWO WAYS
MN You SHOP A LIBERTY
1-LOW, LOW PRICES
2-You get TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
BALLARD 0
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LGE.
PKG.
LIQUID
PILLSBURY
PP
DIXIE BELLE
FRESH LAID
GRADE "A"
MEDIUM DOZ.
S
12
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Keg. Size
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COFFEE
48 CZ.
BOTTLE
JAR
QT.
SWEET
PLANTATION 49
lartE E BATHROOM
ISSUE 4 ROLLS
MISS LIBERTY
OFFEE TA 99
SCOTT
REEL FOOT
ID 4..Le. 59CT-N 
BONDS KOSHER DILLIcKLEs QT. 49
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(LIMIT I DAILY)
LB.
CAN
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COU Y SKILLET
GRADe "A"
WHOLE
LB.
U. S. PRIME
FIRST CUT
LB.
MISS LIBERTY
LICED RINDLESS
50 STAMPS WIT
CCUPON
LB
CHICIMI PA
Chicken Breast 59c
Thighs -...-;4-4--•-•-•-•-•••-•-•.1 b
Legs •-•-•-7--Itzt•-•-••••,*.lb. 49c
Wings -----•-•-••-•-•-•*•- -•-•4-- lb. 29c
Backs & Necks • L.1-41-94-
L vers lb. 79e rdis«-.Ib. 39c
WHOLE
SLAB
TENDER
SMOKED
PORK LB.
POR K
BRAINS FRESHLB. 39'
 PEACHES CNOA.N2 9
SACREMENTC
OLEO
YELLOW
SOLIDS
6
SACREMENTC
LB.99
TOMATO JUICE
trr-MNTE PINEAPPLE
GRAPEFRUIT
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10,1 
HyGrade
3 49tall CHEESEcans 
LIBERTY COUPON
50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With Coupon & Purchase
of 4 Lb. Bag Red Del.
Apples.
4 LbS. 69c
LIBERTY COUPON
Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With Coupon & Purchase
of 2-I-Lb. Pkgs. Miss
Liberty BACON Lb. 69c.
46 OZ.S
CANS
MISS LIBERTY BREAD
WHITE ROUND TOP 2LI.At'vzi3 39t
WHITE ROUND TOP 200Z. LOAF 254
WHITE SANDWICH LOAF 24 OZ. 710
BROWN 'N SERVE HAMBURGER&
ROLLS DOZ. n
SUNKIST THIN_SKIt
LEMON  
YAKS- IBS.
HOT DOG
LIBERTY COUPON
50 T reasure Chest Stamps SO
With Coupon & Purchase
Of I Lb. Pkg. Pimento
Cheese.
FIRM
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L8.
L.
BAG
Lamar! COUPON
TIDE Pkg. '
JOY or. Bottle
With Coupon & $5.00
Add. Purchase.
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HEADING sGe Kam Launching a mighty airlift for a five-day exercise in 50Uth Korea.
a member of the 82nd Airborne backs his -mule- up the ramp of an Air Force C-130 Her-
cubes at Pope Air Force Base near Ft. Bragg, NC.
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
Itheatline What hippos if a
Vedicare pitied cannot get into
an extended care acility within
the 14-day treader perfoiltethdr-'
eld ender Medicare-ellkw.beeall•
se there are no certified ottend
'flea Iiilkeets or
thS existtng one have
waiting lists? In this Mak
patient's doctor and the hoe-
ettlization review c' -
agree that hospitalization is
as longer medically necessary,
yet the patient is not well enough
lo go bane. Can embeds** ear.
?thces be provided is like 11111
to a certified estmeded
diere Witty is wither Iowa
Aswan When a wormat stab.
stint review comieftlets after
amseltation with the patient's
physician deteridnie Etat hoe-
. pitalizatioa is no Eager med-
ically asessary. the Medicare
program anent codling to pay
ler the care imphied theystlint
le the bompleit-even though lie
may Pot iewe steed tm all the beam
øtdays ithempital care available
to him. Stich a determination by
-the utilization review committee.
however, does not mean that the
patient has to be discharged from
the hospital, bet only that Medi-
care cannot pay hr his care any
longer.
file decision by the utilisation
review committee as to whether
It is medically necessary for a
patient to remain in the hospital
will be made primarily on the
basis of the patient's medical
condition and the type of care he
seeds. If, however, the commit-
tee determines that the patient
no lower requires hospital ser-
vices, bot because of his condit-
ion, does need extended care
Clees, it will determine tam-m. not there Is a bed avail-
able for him in a participating
extended care facility in the co-
mmunity. If there is not, the
cosamittee should find that it
is medically necessary for him
to remain in the hospital. Under
these circumstances, if the pat-
ient has not used up all the days
of inpatient hospital services ava-
ilable to him_garing his preseot
benefit period, Medicare will
continue to ply for the inpatient
hospital care furnished him. The
patient, of course, should be
placed in a Faii ting extend-
ed care facility 3.5 soon as a bed
becomes available for him,
If, on the ocher hand, the 0111-
intim) review ozenraittee decld-
es that the patient requires care
other than hospital or attended
care services-care in a general
nursing tame, for example, or
home health services-it should
find that it is not medically sec-
emery for the patient to stay in
the hospital any longer.
Medicare does cover necess-
ary ambdeau services between
a hospital and an extended care
facility which is 'within the hos-
pital's service locality. If the
extended care facility in "Atka-
ber town" is judged to be within
the hospital's service area, am-
bulance services are covered
II the patient's condition rules
setother modes of traimportat-
ioa.
Tide (Image
111.1.1.11001) ((P1)
title of Sidnry Punier's urn
• ,* s hao been -.itched from
'The lappi %Ian- to Mot. Mani
folvit,d al
1 no er-aI
Backstairs At The
White House
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON UPI - Backstai-
rs at the White House:
President Nixon in his foreign
policy news conference broad-
cast to the nation live for nearly
an hoar a few nights ago must
have Sanoyed some of his critics
and frightened some of his trial-
de. -
To diens' such delicate ma-
tters as Vietnam peace negotiat-
ions,--thilliki-East tensions. ant
East-West reblicas in any eats.
mporeasons forma can be hazar-
dous for a Chief Executive. More
so than for a lower echelon offic-
ial such as the secretary of state.
Nixon, however, did what some
professional diplomats abhor and
he did it successfully, in that he
handled 26 questions without bo-
Wing or saying something which
he did not intend to say. Further-
more, he did it on live television
where, with today's satellite re-
lays, a misstatement or goof
would have zoomed around the
world in split seconds.
Hard To Erase
When epreeidastiel
is contbeed
It the race= is seer Or
tweaks pulls his reusing et
• coated. the White Hone caa
issue dartermtions. Should aPr-
sea** develop a twisted tongue
or suffer from a bruised fact
during a worldwide telecast, the
impression developed in themie-
ds of tens of millions of viewers
cannot be erased by White House
amplification or correction.
Nixon and his staff are well
.aware of the dangers which they
feel are far outweighed byadvaa-
tages. Furthermore, he plamt.to
continue this communications fo-
rmat standing before a bare mic-
rophone without notes, text or so
much as a podium and taceling
more delicate questions of the
day.
Nixon's virtuoso performance
last Tuesday night and this is
not to say his policies were good
or bed was much more of a task
be Ma Sas he may have indic-
ated to Mae viewers thought
he was eider heavy strain and
called the White House immedia-
tely after the broadcast to inqui-
re whether his noticeable persp-
ired= was a negative indication
of sip Met.
Niue is "Sweater"
Niue always has been what
the television trade calls a "sw-
eater." The perspiration shows
up first on his urper Up. During
the campaign last year, he usua-
lly wiped dab droplets away with
a pocket haocikerchief. But not
last Tuesday night, He stood
before his vast audience per-
spiratioo and all. Eves televis-
be makeup did not hide a razor
scratch on his left pwl.
How often Nixon returns to
the one-hour news conference
format remains to be seen. He
has no beef about facing 60 min-
utes of Q & A, but without the
dramatic backdrop of a highly
publicised international trip the
President and the reporters mig-
ht find sessions of such length
beginning to drag. After all, the
public is conditioned to interrup.
thins for commercials.
ktitieti Starlet
11111,1 1A1 /4 II) (('M) - Eng
tarots- /Award Fos, younger two-
thrr iii Janie. Fos. lisa lwrn
a.141..il to the .2.1 of "Sksillrhig
grri -tarring Hurl Kr
ibority
111 111.14i nil)
I ruttier ‘rt Pa.sarella 1.41 ho
filJetIgPfild I 114.e... long
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Veterans Questions
and Answers
Q - I have just coilthisted
three years of Army service
and plan to enter college under
the G. I. Bill this coming fall.
If I work while attending college,
will the amount of meeey I ears
be deducted from my G. I. BM
allowance? .
A - No. The aseeinCof G.•
Bill education allowance paid by
the Veterans Administration in
determined only by abe =cue
of schooling you receive( -11,
full-time, -halt-time- ox
time training), plus thee
of your dependents.
Whether you work ale
other incoine`does ot*.
your VA allowance.
However, an outside gliii•qpg
affect your school schedetww.
that is whether or not You eitl
be allowed to carry a foil-time
course.
Q - My pension front etieled.
erans Administration was.
ased the first of the yeafr
this an automatic cost-of-
increase and will the pens
raised again next year if
costs coetinue to rise?
. A - The increase in your VA
not a
=Me k 
lawr 
ed btCo.
wasr matie. Its
egress itzionyeajo eptructuring
then and pro-
Ming for .1sesdaies depending
upon the amoentoftheredpienes
*011ie. Since it is aotadorailk,
any future increases in pension
amounts must be legislated by
Congress.
Q - When 1 was discharged
from the Army a conple of mon-
ths ago, I converted my $10,000
Servicemen's Group Life Ineur-
ance policy to a permanent poli-
cy. I have recently been advised
by the Veterans Administration
that I can apply for up to $10,000
government life insurance since
I have a service connected disab-
ility. Can I obtain this insurance
and keep my converted SGL1
policy also?
A - Yes. SGLI is not issued
by VA but by private insuralice
companies. National Service Life
Insurance is issued and adminis-
tered by the VA and is also avail-
able to veterans with a service
coonected disability who were
separated from service on or
after April 25, 1951.
You must apply within oneyeaz
from the date VA Mennia .
your disability to be serve:nice-4
nnected.
$10,000 is the maximum whoa-
nt of Government life Inseiveoe
any veteran may have, but this
is in addition to the SGLI.
• .
Q - Who has to file a tax re-
turn?
A - A return must be filed by
every person under 65 who has
gross income of $600 or more
during the year. For those 65
and over, a return does not have
to be tiled until gross income
reached $1,200. However, if you
are self-employed, you must file
a return if you had net self-empl-
oyment income of $400 or more,
even though your gross income
was less than $600.
The filing requirements also
apply to minors. If, for example,
a child has income of $600 or
more from a savings or trust
account or any other sources,
teen a return must be filed on
behalf of that (:hild.
PATRICK HENRY
"Is hie so dem. Of peace so
meat, as to be purchased at
the twice of chains arid sliv-
ery? Forbid it. Almighty
God! 1 know not what course
others may take. but es for
me, give me liberty, or giva
me death!" Sprioch in Vir-
ginia Cocreention, Sr_ )ohn's
Epocopal Church, Stich-
rnond, Virginia
(March 23,1723)
Buy U S Savings Bonds
new Freedom Shares
EXPENSIVE DISPOSAL
SPACE CENTER, Hondas UPI
- The world% most *mato* gar-
bage truck is parked in earth orb-
it, thanks to the Apollo 9 astron-
auts.
"We left a great big back
a temporary storage beg it's
about three feet long and a foot
wide and a foot thick it vu
Ml of garbage food wrappers
and things like that," James A.
McDivitt told ground control Fri-
day.
He referred to the $41 million
imar landing machine tested in
flight for the first time, When
the tests were finished, the crie
R's engine-was fired, blasting it
Into an earth orbit 4,000 mile"
high. The ground asked McDivEi
If he remembered to get feLkiW
astronaut Russell L.Schweickeue
out of the craft. "New," joese
McDivitt. "1 didn't forget him
Left him over there on purpose.
•
'16"WRONG EXPOSURE" -
SPALDING, England UP! - Mae,
istrate William Waldock, 73, was
giving a lecture to 100 polic
and policewomen on photogre$S3
Everyone listened attend
and at the end was ready to wa-
ked, when the justice of the pat
ce's trousers fell down.
"It was just a matter of kad
tailoring," the magistrate Maid
later, "I suppose being a Owlet
grapher you could say it was caw-
ght with the wrong exposure"
LOOK ALIKE
- ....M+•••••••••••'
NOTTINGHAM, England UPI
51, is seriously_MIL
eking of doing one of two Oka
leaving this city or doming an
'eVert disguise.
Ronald's problem: He looks
14EAAT GIRL DIES Shown
with her mother Mr, %Val-
era tion in Cincinnati.
lace Corlin following the "Tr
year-old Christine Corhl
the world's fifth child flea
transplant patient, died at
Children's Hospital after
Ins longer than the other
four children. She received
'a boy's heart Feb. A.
waif
maywgeig Relaxing at Ran
• Juan, PR , where she - ii
making.. the film, "Stiletto,'"
Actreaa Britt Eklund weal.
,ilrunn rul, 'terl. cottlt fiqa
net .1 thing she dr I
Sir
almost exactly like Nottingham's
"most wanted criminal," actua-
lly a detective, whose picture
was circulated In tboumuels of
posters to test bow alert local
citizens were.
The citizens are alert. So kr
they have arrested Gill 12 times.
"I'm getting I little tired of
this game," he said.
KIDNAP SUSPECT HELD The
first woman ever placed on
'the FBI's Ten Most Wanted
List, Ruth Eisemann-Schier
I aboveo. 26. was arrested at
s-drive-in in Oklahoma City,
where she was working as a
car hop. She was wanted in
the kidnaping late last De-
cember of Barbara Mackie.
, pita% tee—or a -milliotudie
Florida land developer.
END OF ARTILLERY EXCHANGE Rubble in the crowded streets of Ismailia, egypt. is re-
moved by workmen following a five-hour artillery exchange between Israeli and Arab qt
across the Sties Canal (Rot/Om/iota)
THE RED CROSS MISSION
The Arrierit* Red Cross is the
instrippsnt chosen by the Congre-
ss to lielp carry out the obligat-
ions assumed by the United Stat-
es wider certain international tr-
eaties krilein as the Geneva or
Red Cedss' Conventions. Specific-
Ally; its Congressional charter
IMposes ad the American Red
GroSS the 'duties to act as the
medluuq of voluntary relief and
èãtiITJiltatIou between the Am-
erican people and their armed
forcas, and to carry pn a systedi
et nitional and international re-
lief to prevent and mitigate suff-
ering caused by disasters.
All the activities of the Amer-
ican Red Cross and its chapters
support these duties.
Nationally and locally the Am-
erican Red Cross is governed by
volunteers and it is financed by
voluntary contributions,
"March is Red Cross Month-
Give to Help Us Helci"
Universal Says
•HOLLYWOOD ((IPI) - tr,-
venial Piefur_s_a hainurchaSed the
ii-O-a":•;trui'lEelti;eP"T
an original story, "Gone Weise':
for produilion this year.
WRONG TREE
SAN FRANCISCO UPI - AMON
theItenvtastriesomfoyr aitther"PAulanent awaikTrell
Week"
ed
offwithpothsete onBr luceRtest was oneibbonthattt
bwyasAldisex cAlolvenr'ed17th, e poster show-
ed a marijuana plant. Allen said
he did it "to find out where peo-
ple are at."
City Tree Planting Director
Brian -Fewer --conceded Fridays
that "they're not the sort of
trees 
planting."
recommend for street
Ititffr
GIME VIDIUMWHCOMINE....
a new look
.."") Ul .34 U t
r %v.v. i•-• ' • 11 0145
Burlington House
Draperies
are
INSULATED
with
BURL'THERM
to Keep
Rooms
Cooler in Summer • • •
Warmer in Winter
I NEVER NEED IRONING! I
• Self-lined
• Machine Washable
• No Ironing
• Won't Fade or Discolor
• Won't Sun-Rot
• "Hidden Asset"
Pleating
50x84-INCH
$999 r
pr. Burlington House
Buritherm draperies won't crack or peel; wotil fade discolor or sun-rot . even
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask' weave in antique gold, white,
seafoam and champagne. "Hidden Asset' pleating . . . Burlington's unique sewing
technique that makes pleats stay pleated for the life of the drapery.
OTHER SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER*
• Avocado • Natural • Persian Blue • Burgundy • Jade
50:113"  $ $.99 7500"  $19.99 120263" $21.99 150se3" $111 WI
501190" $10. 100a63”  $21.99 1201114" $31.9111150e14" $11635
lysei" $l6.,9T 100214"  $23.99 120290" $11.140,150,00- 
75314"  it cee 100'90" $24.19 *Plum Aise. I Welk, fe• Dietwey
•
•
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Ismailia, kgypt. is re-
wren Israeli and Aran
(Radiophoto)
WRONG TREE
FRANCISCO UPI - Among
Aries for the "Plant a Tree
" poster contest was one
ex Allen. 17, •
kras ono, after Allen walked
ith the Blue Ribbon that it
discovered the poster show-
marijuana plant. Allen said
d it "to find out where peo-
'e at."
y Tree Pliuiting Director
-Fewer --conceded friday
"they're not the sort of .
we recommend for street•
gold, white,
ague sewing
MEW'
• jade
'AAR BEVER
PART 2
Cured Cancer Pala*
Help to Tnimple dm Myths
Editor's Note: This is the
second of two articles by
author-actress Virginia Graham
discussing her experiences with
cancer. Mies Graham writes es
National Crusade Chairman of
the American Cancer Society's
1969 funds drive. Her &Aides
are distributed by UMW Pries
International in . cooperation
with the society.
By VIRGINIA GRAHAM
NEW YORK (UPI) — On
June 21, 1951, I had an
operation for cancer. It was the
start of what I call my second
life. Was I a better person for the
dreadful experience? I doubt it.
But I do know that! was a more
appreciative one.
My second life started the
moment I awoke from the
anesthesia. I had sworn in those
terrible days of fear that if I had
an opportunity to continue
living I would never miss a
chance to help others.
I soon discovered that there
was a special way for me to he*.
All I had to do was open my
mouth and talk about having
*been cured of cancer. Strangely
enough, I made the discovery in
the course of working on a
telethon for arthritis.
It wasn't going well, funds
were just not forthcoming. I
looked at the people in the
audience, waiting to be
entertained, waiting to be gives
a good reason for giving money
and sympathy.
• I found myself saying:
"Can you imagine looking at
yowled( in the mire etre
you'd bees rid you bed enamel
And the begins yen rho with
yoweelf, with Gel? Whoa seer
you sig to yesemeff If you'd
boon told you ray had • few
weeks to live — whet bed von
done with vour timer'
Mire Bar, who had hese
talkies be the lee der et Ike her
dapped ami tsd alisund;
stagehands stepped moving
thin rout; the beimitres
baps to rim.
The point I went be mobs it
this. Caner used to be a reek
word. No one mentioned It
aloud if it rah! be hdped. New
some forams of mew age
preventable soil other farm am
highly esald V detected early.
How en earth mre yes prig to
pet people to knew are Ergs
V they me trIghtemed by the
word commie
This hes been pert of the job
of the Agonises Crow Seery.
Err*, as setilesie shady
showed that men people
connect the seelety's mere with
fdillidek. Wel thot's a pow
soiociaties because the sootily Is
prodel lame in mem
remark. But Sr Is eoly-pirt et
Its program. arcades of die
public is smithy oriel
reeponsibiiity.
Curet cancer peep).
help meet that 
the Eisenhower Tema, SS
us went be Robber, D.C.,
symboikra the 1000,01:10 rept,
hen alive and surd of erre
eat Aitime
Who Should Decide
What Is 'Filth?
By Abigail Van Bared
DEAR ABBY: Is respire to all those people re see
disgusted with the unsolicited filth they rearm is the midis:
Why are they so shook ever pornography when the lionmeil
men on our Supreme ceurt are clearly it lever of it?
You may print this and use my name, and 1 brie pee semi
a copy of it to CONGRESS. Very truly "MEL
RALPH J. ITURTRIDGI
KANSAS CITY, NAIL
DEAR MR. STURTRIDGE: The SUPREME LIXIRT itma
"clearly in fever" if pornography. They are ooderstamdahly
emeeraed with the kind of eeneardip *theft word deny Me
individual the right to decide Ise Mandl whet he may we may
net read. And In a free "society WHO shall mar *me
decisions? It is set as dirk as It appears. The
"seedleiae"—heerever well-hdesided—la seseellmes mane am
• the disease.
DEAR ABBY: Last Quietism I gave Cab an
engagement ring, and later on we decided that marrieas was
not for us, so we called the whole thing off. Beth Cindy aid I
are over 25, and I can hoesetty say that there ars on birdies
hearts
Cindy and I picked .at the dog tasethse. She Ulm it see,
much and wants to keep it as the has mother hay friend who is
willing to take over the permits.
• My question: Would it be imgestiegmenly if re to sagged
that he also reimburse me for the dews payment? GERRY
DEAR GERRY: Ne. Go ahead sae ash him. Al yes boos
to lose is the dews payment.
I
DEAR ABBY: My husband painted Gut a letter Is your
column from the man who wanted his wile be dell up and put
on something sexy, reveal*" and promeatere are it •
while—just for him
I didn', need to read that in your seinses, A. Pee Wm
doing it for years.
It's a well-known fact that a woman with enthis( en heil
nearly as rexy as see who weers • flimsy little sensethhig.1 m
man sees the whole this at wee, what's lett he gannigg?
Maybe you aught to let MEN be ea thut event. Believe me,
there's nothing sexy about a 51-yeer-eM fat bey be the an Se. In
sock it to 'em, Abby, and tell husbands to cover up a little, tee
PIPTY-ONE AND ?nu. SEXY
O DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to a "CONFIDICNTIAL"
you had in your column not Ming age.
Your weeds were: "It is a mansons and Veen
misconception that people wise thrsatee M eieminit eateide
never do Nearly everyone wise has easigarod saki& hen
warned others of his intention."
I don't know for whom this sewage Mks heanded, but 1
want to thank you for printing it, Whee I laid them I was piss
to try suicide, no one believed me, and I sided op dotes Jest
that. As you can see, lam still here. New I ans glad that I
didn't succeed, and I'm petite( the help I redid al Meng
God bless you, Abby, and thanks a million
GLAD TO BE ALIVE
•
Everybody imsa preleme. Wbors Mint Ito .11.1.111111
reply mile M Abby, Des OM, Lee A. ad_ WOO nil
rider • damped. soll-ediersoll envologo.
HATE TO WRIT'll LEITERS, NM et TR AMT. ROI
Wee, LOS ANGELES. CAL, Ogees, Mit MIIIFFS 111010110e.
"NOW To WRITE I ETTER ram ALL OCCASPOIMS."
Wiley these age 1.5 mere of
en.) Shortly thereafter I was
tatting sheet mypmeemel
ammeters ea • tervisies row
'Ana we pet • hark eel free a
210-yeeraid beaurwite.
"Toff see you me not kyle',"
abs amid, "I bed the pis Jets
epee. I've just turned them off."
She bed cense frown her doctor's
Otis* where sho was told that
abs bad amen M the cotes. She
Meet melee that television was
on as the powered to kW herself.
She beard what I had to say and
es Bad the stadia. Forty minutes
/atm I was at her Muse.
I tel you about this Weems,
the women Meanie see if the
emet esthushistie volonteme for
the society. Now I set Ratios.'
Crusade Chairman a the
Society's INS hind suing and
edusettead dire. That niers
Cm the figmbeed for 2.3 maim
v•le steers, aa inspiring
imperiesses.
Mot bort muss ems there
I. thmi the compseet of error?
When will it bet We dam net
my. Out Id me toll you this, SO
yore ege rare mow — the
IOW I hod — was the boding
memo of nom death among
wommes. The Death Pad hes been
cut is half thanks in pert to the
Pep Slat her arty detection of
obrimi erase and also to
Warred treetagest.
Wineesage berg taught 'bow
he eximine their beers for
only signs el dtheer children
on being taught that the parole
who Never darts eineking
cigarettes leads a longer,
herr* We; adults see berg
taught that having a
pr•et•sigge•idescopic
enerritien toe *war if the
ries mod versa can save many
Nita
Today one in three people see
hong red from cancer. Helier
It or met one-iii-two could be
'mead sum THE KNOWLEDGE
WE NAVE TODAY ff people
heeded only warming gignals and
mode berth tritium' including
crew ter a must.
That's why Carer Commie is
are them a 'did appeal. The
are my of voisesteers I lead is
armed with educational
otabirisia. Anmetraitiom to save
be It is a fight everybody
wants to win
BANNED HUNTING
WASMINGTCPI UPI - Interior
Secretary Walter J. Rickel has
homed the tenting of musk oxen
ea the NIRIVIlk Island National
Wiklife LePage in Alaska. In
manother oodaMy, the Inter-
bee 
eeg=
st aside a screa-
re at grassy plain near
Worland, Wyo., for use by the
Girl Scouts.
WANTS TO VISIT
BELGRADE UPI - The U. 3,
asaberader to Yugoslavia infor.
Med -Presided Tito Monday Pr-
esident Ninon meets to visit es
Cent mein costry soon, diplom-
atic saw cos reported *day. Nix.
Nes manage reportody was is.
reply to one Tito sent inviting
Nina to Yugoslavia.
Neer. Dame's Bowl Win
SOCTH BEND, Ind. (l'Pl) —
The only appearance Notre Dame
eve, made ins bowl game was the
1925 Rose Bowl when Knute
Rorkne's Four Horseman turn-
ed hack Ernie Never§ and
ford by a 27-10 mergin.
^,11.
' 
IleIDGER I TIMES — MURRAY. HIERTUCILL
•
Ire;
•
CHILI 
Flaver-Kist
CRACKERS
Parka;
'2;-• •
Field's Chestnut
BACON
elais.r..irtiolh••,,,. •
wicippoup .2. 2«,
Values that say,:Happy St.Patrickt Day"
PORK CHOPS
a 55c
, FROZEN FOODS 1,',`
Fred's Cabe
BEEF STEAK  10 for 99*
Frosty Seas - s-es.
FISH STICKS 33*
Frosty Seas - 2 Ile.
OCEAN PERCH  95*
Frosty Seas - 2 Ilia.
COD FISH  95'
Freddy Seas - 2 lbs. 
CATFISH *1.25
Garden Delight - 2 Iles.
FRENCH FRIES  33*
iewir vomennonunmene,
Pride of III.
CORN
Whole Kernel I
* 311
1-1b. hex
MARGARINE 
Maxwell Bosse Instant
29°
29°
ClIFFEE 10-ea. $1.25
UPTON - 1/4-11s.
TEA ' 39'
Yellow
Cream Style
White
# 303
19°
eminred—Piiich 
PRESERVES
la-os. 350
BEANS OR BLACKEYE PEAS  - 10°
TIONE STEAK
• $1.19
CRISCO 316 190
DOG FOOD Kr= $1.99
CIA IIIIPUTY Ore Promi-
nent Nixon has appointed Lt.
Gen Robert E. Cushman Jr.
i above' deputy director of
the Central eateimpeace
Airevacy. Cusignian. a native
of 111. Paul. Minn.. is corn:
mender of the 3rd Marine
ArsphNsious Force Iii Viet-
ROM and succeeds Vice Adm,
Rufus L Taylor
MIRACLE WHIP qL490
PECAN SANDIES Keeller
TA 
Nni p'ran JJ
PINK SALMON Angler,
APPLE SAUCE
SEALTZST
Moseleman's
ICE MILK 1/2 bal.
39
2=39
430
99'
b.
•=0 VIED
Sidoin STEAK
CARNATION SLICED, SMOKED
MIUt
_ SHOULDER 690
2 35°1'
FRYERS 290
Field
i;90
BROIL
5-Qt.
MIX 590
NEW!!
Washing
GAIN Powder
4=0
WIENERS
lb ,
ee
49
790
Colonial
BREAD
1/4-lb. SI
loaves •
WISHBONE
FRENCH
DRESSING
3V
WIADPekileillinrUICE
441oz. 3q0
can
Duncan Hines
Sanaa*
CAKE MIX
Kraft
MUSTARD
3 r°. 25'
APPLES
CABBAGE 
Red
POTATOES
PROD
4 lbs. 39' 1
0 
ONIONS _ _ _ _ 3 lbs. 19'
lb. 5
CARROTS  10'
•*,
RED
LABEL
KARO
SYRUP
16-oz.
330.. 
MOSS
$1.99
KOTEX
12's
39°
CHARMIN
4 ro. 390
BathroomTissue
20 lbs. 69* BANANAS _ lb. 10'
JOHNSON'S
•
•
STORE BOUlli
Mee.-SaL isq
e. ••• , . • t• O... ••. 0.1' (..1 0.1 0,•,• N.̀ • 0 •.• S. , ".• •, Id • • 
' .• •
a
AWN LIGHT
Till LIDOS* • TIMIS
Virginia Graham Describes
Her Bottle with Cancer
Editor's Note: Vickie
Gni:ask actress, author and as
of the Mievieion program "Girl
Talk," is tbe first woman in the
50-yeer history of the American
Casey Society to eine as its
National Creeds Chainnen This
ls the fire of two &patches by
Mims Gralimn„ dieleibiseed by
United hem Intertutioleal in
tapered= with the society.
illaGIN1A GRAHAM
WIlt YORK (UM) - "I'm a
- batter peon for IL"
The ancient Pollyanna line b
just a joke. Whenever I beer
someone use it seriously I wince.
To me it's like saying - "Wel,
I've had the bubonic pima and
my husimod left me sod my new
gdok coat was stolen but I'm a
liner person for IL"
Maybe in retrospect k's
possible to appreciate how a bad
etperience changes one for the
pod Bad I defy ag w to MB
that there k anything good
about a had swims
I know bersine had a bad
1142-01.1111r. I sa= y had
I sin awed of cancer -
gine of 1,500,000 Americans
amend bee of the dime fa
pen Mear treatment. Are we
iattair people for it? He
WhinI was told that I had
MGM of the uterus I became a
*time of paralysis, paralysis at
fear. When I stopped=
mob, I walked to a
Ilksiber. Yet, I was going to
Pew
• Olielleedy I dktal. It is heed
iis agile why. had Sid
▪ the Om was no
=Mem* of cancersmiesta Why eitedi
ay *say the suffering and. en saw we had In the
soil wird It wouldn't do ray
61'
ha. I ailed wry bashund to
nay geed-hyn. flea overyllibei
had hem taught at a did, ow
dolling Page's belief that Ofe In
awed, one back to ins. By the
fraink huslimed called
-"the mod they sent a
sea eo my room, the die
rabbit me toads that
lesion turned. I was made to
mid the inirthie kapok&
sided down to wait for
savory, with few as my
Weeminats. Fear is the most
houthie companion you can
Yoe. You koow, you can touch
hair; you am meal it - you can
Mete it. I know what fear can
Es. I lady believe that many
people have died from fa of
anew.
Fortunately I encoeustered
Rome of medicisse's nobisease.
Taylor,  now retied, who
Like my on, Dr. Howard
reminded me of Dr. Gillespie on
the Dr. Riklere Show.
Game the day before the
Operation and I asked him if I
might leave the hospital . to
have my hale done at the beauty
sane I had patronized for years.
I explained that I wasn't a
unhand blonde. 'No one has men
ale dark at the roots standing
up, and If, God forbid, they am
me laid out, it won't be with
dark roots.'
He mid to me, "any woman
who feels that way about beresif
- I have greet hopes she is going
to be fine. Now, I'd like a nurse
to go with you."
1 moderate surgery with the
knowledge that I was part of
God, that God had created me in
His Mug& He had allowed me to
know what it was to love my
parents, for having the
experience of loving my husbiusd
and child and that now I must
accept my destiny.
After surgery, I went through
35 deep X-ray treatments and
arm was sick for one hour,
only a little timki about the
experience. I had beard that you
lose weight from the X-ray but
although I bog over 12 pounds
die* fear in the week before
31111 elpsention and a pound and a
kit *wing the operation, I
didn't lose as ounce from the
X-ray.
Weeks Wait, my daughter
Lynn, who had been owohdy
shielded from the truth about
my operation said, "Oh
Mommy, you were so nice sod
thin. . now you've galeed
that weight back."
Just a final word about the
technical side of my encounter
with emcee The very Mist lime I
west for X-ray treatment they
put me on a table and merited
my stomach with people ink
lines to show where to dace the
rays. I told the radiologists,
"You know, from the ak I must
look subdivided just like
Levittown."
So there I was at 36, cracking
jokes an arm's length away from
dab_ Was I a better parson for
It? Did I stop being afraid?
Noumea.. A few years later my
husband and I were is an
airplane when its landing nem
went kerplunk and rd. Iranprepared for a eragit Iwas cagy bit tri afraid *AL
Surviving eases didn't Milt so
immune, to fetes to asytbieg
Mee. But the experience expiates
why I ani so proud to be the
1969 National Crusade
Chairman of the American
Cancer Society.
PLASMA FOR WOUNDED MARINE Comrades administer bloodplasma to a ALS. Marine struck down during fighting in theA Sham Valley, South Vietnam. near the Laotian border.
Travel
Briefs
Garden
vilit°117.111:H R, Del. (UP1)-
"Wiatarthur in the Spell," the
annual three-month exhibitioa of
Henry Francis du Pones mitre-
rive gardens near Wilmington,
Del., wil begin on April I this
year and continue throughJune
29.
A succession of blossoms that
include practically every species/
of tree, shrub and flower that
will grow in Delaware can be
seen in the more than 60 lialbb
of naturalised plantings.a . 
Indis-Lesisloa Bus
NEW DELHI (UPI) - An
overland bus service between
India and London, started last
year, is attracting more and more
Customers, according to the own-
ers, Sundowners Ltd., of London.
A one-way trip takes 70 days
and costs $252, not inducing
meals. The company provides'
sightseeing facilities in the
countries the bus panes through
• • •
Traveln;ts
Get •
NEW Y RK (UPI) - More
than 700 New York and New
Jersey travel agents will get a
first hand view of the tourist
facilities of Los Angeles and
San. Francisco in a five-month the Defense.- will be seen inCalifornia familiarisation tour the forthcoming motion Me-begun.ines.in January by United' tate. -Patten. Blood and Outs."Air 
E 
as aide to this contra/waistThe agents travel in groups general of World War U.of 24 each with Friday evening • • •departures and Sunday 'afternoon Gs= 8ksenior?:1 1. seen CIS at:returns. In Los Angeles, deejthej• spring, be one taped'rents take in Disneyland imW socatiao in Boston April f-lour Universal studios. HiçhIi
sof the San Francisco trip inclua comprehensive tour of the ei*visit to Fisherman's Wharf ai•a San Francisco Br, cruise.
Is V at I A If 1111111T11011 1r
is •
of
Po
we
Os
B.
a
newspaper advertising
could make the difference
BETWEEN BEING OPEN FOR BUSINESS...
AND DOING BUSINESS
Tuning so-so into great, that's the difference newspaper 'advertising con
nickel %candy' businessmen tell their sales story again and again...
and tell it where it does the most good, in the pages of this newspaper.
Ask vs for details on how display odyertising con work for you.
THE Ledger & lines
PHONE
753-1916 \
• •
Unreal Sigel
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI)
The Angel Wing is one of
unusual shells found on et
beach in East Cape Sable "
Everrilades National Park,
difficult to come up with else-
where. When placed back to
back, two of these delicately-
ribbed, pure white shells look
just like a pair of wings, feathers
as* an. Vetationers reach the
beach via sightseeing
Is headquartered at the
Flamingo recreational center on
Florida Bay.
• • •
Down on the Farm
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
20th anniversary edition of Fares
& Ranch Vacation Guide lists
and describes 500 recommended
farms, ranches and lodges which
take paying guests.
The guide lists a wide variety
of accornodations: spare roomsin the family homesteads of
operating farms or ranches: quart-
ers at dude ranches and lodges:
cottages and cabins and entire
farmhouses with housekeeping
facilities for a family or group,
and camp and briii&-r sites on
farm and ranch
(Available at EZEtrtYom or by
mail, 82.35 first class or 81.95
third class from Farm & Ranch
Vacations., Inc., 36 East 57th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10022).• • •
Hoeg Kong Tomas
Thrived in 1968
HONG KONG (UPI) - The
Hong Kong Tourist Aasociation
reports that 618,410 tourists
visited the Crown Colony due
ing 1968, excluding transit pass.
engers and military personnel on
rest and recreation.
This was a 17.26 per cent
increase over 1967, when the
total number of tourists was
527,365. A Tourist Association
survey indicates each visitor spent
11260 (U.S.) during an averse
3.9-day stay, earning Hong Kong
11160,786,600 from civilian tour
int. alone.
Luther..
In Bibi'
NEW YORK (UPI) - Morethan 750 documents from Pro-testant, Roman Catholic andJewish sources dealing with
church-state relations and therole of the church in the chanti social order have been gather-edby the Lutheran Council inthe USA.
A bibliophy of the docu-ments has prepared in theproject which was described atthe Council. third annual meet-
lag as "an important contribu-
tion to the field of social though
by religious faith groups in the
U.S." The bibliography is divid-
ed into two broad categories as
"official statements" and "study
reports" and chiselled under
nearly a score of subject seem
TV
NOTES
NEW TO= (UP!) — Timeswho may have seen the cur-
rent edition of "Ice Capadel"
durum the skating extravagan-
zas national tour will get saw
-added attractions" on the tele-
vision special of name that NW
will broadcast Feb. IS. The vi-
deo version. Mined late isetsummer in Atlantic City as the
1000 show was about to Mart
lie annual tour, has eingbig
gild comedy contrtinatiens by
television peresnalities Jaen
Jones, Haney Sinatra and Lou-
is MC
• • •
The Broadway Ouster's an-
nual Tony Awards will have
television exposure frees 10 to
11.30 p.m. April 20 from the
Mark Hollinger Theater. Mows
and personnel exhibited be-
tween March IS. INS and
March 16, 190 are eligible for
the awards, which will be de-.tennined by vote of various
groups active in the theater.• • •
Dennis Wanly. 20-year-old
host of ABC's new mid-season
"OenersUon Gap" program at11•30 p.m. Pridays, is a native
of Cranston. R.I.. bachabsr. and
a former s25-a-week etdde at
NBC in New York who made
a name for himself as host of
the "12 Noon" program enWKRC-TV in Cincinnati.
• • •
etaphen Young. the attonaaslant on ADC's "Judd for
11. .Opera star Robert Merrill istaloned. as are the Boston
Pops Orchestra and its con-
e/Vier. Arthur Fiedler. Some of
lion's original music will be
, disguised as the cres-
ol one of the actor's best-
coat characters. Mein
hopper.
• • •
IRDC's new "Julie" and -The%oat and Mrs. Muir" seriessheered sufficient strength inthe first two months for thenetwork to order additionalepisodes to bring the total toa full-season 26.
Frumpy Housewives
In Ads May Get Sexy
By PATRICIA MeCORMACX
NEW YORK (UPI) - Art
you as sexless as the "house-
wife" portrayed la ads?
If you are, you usually go
around in a little cotton dress
ad sport a hairdo that's
NIXON'S INr.etPiteTATiON According to an informed sourcein Witahliv.ton. President Nixon's interpretation of the Nov.I bombing halt of North Vietruun is that the agreementindicated only the South Vietnamese cities of Saigon. Hueand pa Nang are Immune from cornmuntet htthek.
•
NIWICH 11,1069
sout out of style.
This stereotyped trump
lacks so much sex appeal that
no man is going to look at
her and be romantically In-
Dr. Ernest Dichter and staff
at the Institute tor Motiva-
tional Remarch, Croton-pn-
Hudson, New York, think the
ads makers ought to make
their "housewives" sexier.
In "F inding s," hist/tuts
newsleeter, ad people are re-
ntinded-"Luckily, sex doesn't
stop with marriage nor does
the desire to have sex sp.
pcal.''
irs PERFECTLY natural,
according to the Motivational
researchers, for married wom-
en to wish to be attractive
looking to the opposite sex—
without courting adultery.
,1thertisers were advised to
Lake more advantage of this
approach and not just with
voting housewives and hus-
bander The elder adults, you
bCC, aren't as sexless as ad-
men portray them.
"Why should their 'love' be
treated as maudlin sentiment
as it usually is in ads," the
ii.searchcrs said.
The Motivational people said
ad people tend to be old fash-
ioned about sex and how to
use it in their communica-
tions.
Not so with movie makers.
Convention aside, it's,the era
of hare bosoms, naked couplesin bed, words and languageunthinkable a decode ago.
Advertisers taking Dichter's
advice will scuttle ads ad-
vancing a puppy love apneal.
6
•
BRIARS WORLD RECORD
NikaREMEN. olai Pankin 
Germany
usaun -bet-tered the world record with a1:011 clocking in the men's 100-meter breast stroke Sunday inthe Bremen International in-door swimming meet.
Marjo TWy of Finland wonthe women's 200-meter back-stroke in 2:31.4; Jane Hans ofOakland, Calif., won the wo-men's 100-meter freestyle in2:09.1 and Sharon Wichman ofFort Wayne, Ind., woo the wo-men's 200-meter breastroke in
1t
;.4.3,4-0.4.0.40A * s,___ 4.
- 4-4
A. .*a-' •
Now Voksviragen
brings lasting relief to
left feet
,es•
Thanks to a new miracle
ingredient in our little car
called the automatic stick
shift, you can finally say
goodbye to the clutch pedal.
How does this new ingre-
dient work?
Two ways.
First, it provides continuous unemployment for your left foot.
Second, it provides near unemployment for your right hand.(The only time you ever shift is when you go over 55 mph.)
Yet, even with its new ways, the bug continues to uphold
the old ways.
It takes only small amounts of oil Absolutely no water
And absolutely no antifreeze
Best of all, it still delivers about 25 miles too gallon of gas.
Don't you feel relieved already?
CAHILL VILISVAIEN
Clasitentt litreot - iW
.0.111•
Mars
6
404
•
•
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out out of style.
Fbia stereotyped frump
:km so much sex appeal that
man is going to look at
r and be romantically in.
bid.
Dr. Ernest Diehter and staff
the Institute tor Motivai.
ma! Research, Croton-pn-
oaten, New York, think the
Is makers ought to make
ler "housewives" sexier.
In "F lading s," Institute
mistier, ad people are re-
inded—"Luekily, sex doesn't
op with marriage nor does
▪ desire to have sex sp-
ilt.
TTS PERFECTLY natural,
:cording to the Motivational
•
searchers, for married worn-
to wish to be attractive
Aing to the opposite sex—
thout courting adultery.
%dvertisers were advised to
te more advantage of this
Roach and not just with
ling housewives and hits-
/Wet The older adults, you
•, aren't as sexless as ad-
n portray them.
Why should their 'love' be
ited as maudlin sentiment
it usually is in ads," the
perchers said.
he Motivational people said
people tend to he old (ash-
• about sex and how to
it in their communica-
IS.
ot so with movie makers.
mention aside, it'ethe era
iire bosoms, naked couples
bed, words and language
linkable a decade ago.
dvertisers taking Dichter's
Ice will scuttle ads ad.
ring a puppy love appeal.
SAKI WORLD RECORD
MIEN, Germany ctot —
ai Pinkie of Russia bet-
the world record with a
clocking in the men's 100-
breast stroke Sunday inBremen International in-swimming meet.
•ju TWy of Finland won
'omen's 200-meter bea-
n 2:111.4; Jane Beene of
xi, Calif, won the wo-
100-meter freestyle in
and Sharon Wichman of
Vayne, lot, woo the wo-
200-meter breamtroire in
• a•• •••••••• 0. OP a... ••••• ma
to •
rX.1‘.;:eit4k
PAOR WINN
'$600 Deduction Is Termed
Unrealistic By Majority
Whim the Federal income
peessond eilaptlea was set
Jill he 14100 mile Pen* az
lssdtftwee • .
low eves *GA New, with
cad of living having more
dodder, this texdree living "al
lowance" appears woefully out
otelete to most harried texpay
fls
11811
nation's independent b
them prodders want this
gird mmendon doubled to
2110. ea IMO been proposed
1112.111111111tetive Thomas ss
of ossiecticut, as a step toward
tee Nike for the middlein-
come
Voting on Oingreemens Mee
kill's bill thzokill.the Netional
Federation of Wigwam* Bus-
iness, the budgeen endors-
ed a $1,200 elidligtion with 82
percent in fame, 17 percent op-
o4sed. and 1 Perce.nt undecided.
e, Business owners remanding
Kentucky concur, with 38
percent supporting the bill, 10
percent objecting, and 2 per-
cent with no firm opinion.
An increase in the exemption
WU not among-the tax reforms
recently urged by the Treasury
Department for Congrunional
consideration, but the indepnd-
ant owners apparently put a
high priority on this item when
Sit comes to tax reform.
The major argument against
$1,200 exemptions is the loss
of Federal revenue which wo-
uld result, and same business-
men see balancing the Federal
budget es a priority goal.
The emphasis in the Treasury
recommendations, and in hear-
ings underway in the House
Ways and Means Committee. has
•
Syrian Left
Wing Seeks
Isolation
ly PHIL NEWSOM
... UPI Perieion News Analyst
When the extreme left wing
of the Syrian Baathist Socialist
party toOk over in early 1988,
K began immediately to elinsi-
note such "foreign frivolities"
as neckties, cigarettes and re-
frigerators-
• tt also pursued a "foreign
cultural evacuation" which in-
cluded elimination of French
and Kauai& cisme in the
schools.
it banned tourists 8nd foreign
11111wensen and succeeded even—
tually in isolating keel not on-
ly from its Arab neighbors but
from the Syrian People as well-
Syria played an important'
',part in triggering off the 1907Arsbaraeli War from which EUGENE, Ore. UPI - Patrick
emerged with the ma Mooney, 20, Pleasant Hill, says
r;s1—tom 01"—tertibm..y, the few. he will donate a pint of blood
eat casualties and with most of whenever someone collects a pi-
upIts armor ck truck load of litter fromunieratehed.
So lightly were the ̀ SPViet Oretatilfidt10,18:-,.t •
forces regarded by the ''otyloorima "ouPgatirily're.that it was not lentil the et iv gat niots pe*t 
hours of the sixday war that in the highway litter problems.
the he-sew diverted their at- He 'Mild persons collecting trash
• tention from Jordaizgagnhtel,t tickd'iave Mo blood Amine:Lip
to take the Golan litlieMIV dr the hoepital
which they eerily could haw& their choke.
advanced to Damascus. t'
It did not, however, reduce
the belligerence of Syrian lang-
uage against Lime and Syria
has been among the foremost
in declaring the Arab lands
taken by force must be regain-
ed by force.
The Syrian Basthists broke
°the so-called moderate Beatifies
in control in Iraq and have re-
fused to have any part of Gun-
nar Jarring.' United Nations
Middle Dun peeee miasion.
In the kaleidoscope of Syrian
politics, the country has exper-
ienced nearly a demon major
upheavals in the last 20 years,
making k easily the most un-
stable of Arab notions. And
Wince the Baathists themselves
are split between military and
deities whip end between mo-
derates led eztredists, It woe
se great wripkes when in late
Mammy travdem kes Dames-
egg reported seedier power
draggle in progress.
Although obscured by tradi-
tional Baathist secrecy, three
able florets have emerged.
• They are LL Gm. Wes AI-
Assad, the defense minister who
In Late February rejected a de-
mand that he appear before the
party's disciplinary committee
and instead seized control of
the country's internal security.
President and Premier Nurre-
din AlAttessi, largely a figure
head-
Party Strongmen Maj. Gen.
Oalsh Jadid who has ruled be-
"'hind a civilian face de.
been on closing so-called "loop-
holes" and inequities without
electing Federal income.
Conftrassinan Raskin'. bill.
well pigeonholed by the Ways
itil  reintroduced ia January. 
*aim GDWRitlee last yam -,, 
"Of all the injustices in the ', m
Leckene tax law," he user% ."the $000 limit on personal ox-
us 
•
b
is one of the most
. " 'dealt 'he mid,' It
e more than $1,200..
cost of living hen-risen
swomith since 100, when the
exen was last increased,
that what was ..,just below a
Median annual, incontet;
$3,000, W now considered a pov-
erty income for two persona.
The government pays $2,200
In welfare each year for sup-
port of a Cuba* refugee child
attending schooL But taxpayers.
still get only a $000 tax-free al-
lowance for a child.
This inflexible exemption has
resulted In more and more iii•
come being subject to taxation
U incomes have risen over the
years, the Federation points
out. A family of four is entitled ...
to $2,400 in exemptions, -but if
its ii100194V hal JUNI from $4,000
to $8,000, its"limaidejetnne
(before deduction") , Min
from $1,800 to $5,800, and the
latter is taxed at a higher rate.
The is a major reason why In-
dividual Income tax collections
have tripled since 1950, the Fed-
eration research staff believes.
While doubling the exemp-
tion value would cut govern-
meet revenue, most of the re-
duction would be tax relief for
inikSe and 10W-income fami- P ,
SieS. A kiedly of four with a
0111111111110116 of $8,000 this year ,
d pay $1100 in tax (unarm °
kg the atedidard daditetisa addW penult surtax). -d of
the WSW will owe under the
present law. Such relief, whicn
many busineermen feel is long
overdue, might provide -an ec-
onomic spending stimulous
WY& would increase tax col-
-114W from other sourtes.• -
LIZ SERENADED
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Elizabeth
Taylor wits serenaded Monday
In her hospital room by a vio-
linist hired by husband Richard
Burton.
The actress was expected to
be released from Cedars of Leb-
anon Hospital later this week
after tests for a degenerating
spinal disc are completed.
The Burtons will fly to Puerto
Vallarta, Mexico, for a vacation.
OFFERS BLOOD
NOT EYE-TO-EYE Testifying
before the Senate Securities
Subcommittee in Washing-
ton, Hamer K Budge, new
Republican chairman of the
Securities and Exchange
Commisaion, endorse!, a mu-
tual fund control bill which
President Nixon denounced
during MA earned/L-4We.
Thomas Mete yrek e commit-
hit meinbef. asked him.
take It you do not agree
with candidate Nixon's com-
ments,- Budge replied, "I
would not want to comment
rn n political issue "
[Murray Loan Co. )MONEY HEADQUARTERS
111W. Main Street Phone 753-2121
a
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MONARCH DIRT FOOD
APPLE SAM i-oz cans
_
•
27:: 490 FIELD FULLY COOKED
Nabisco - 12-edVanilla Wafers  29°
VaVaIlo - 15-es. 
,41chili with Beans __ 3/91k
i_#300
White Hominy ___ 3/V• ,
fitokely Honey Pod - # 303 can "'aGreen Peas  2/49`
kili--RITE IN OIL
‘01- JarPCORN2/39*
Sliced Smokea
HAVE TRIED..Our Tt:nier - Tasty
STEAKETTES
BREEZE
Giant
SWAN Liquid
Fresh - large, whiteCAULIFLOWER
Yellow Sweet - 3-lb. bagONIONS . 47• wssaid,POTATOES 
PICNICS _
WeDlit23DAY — MARCH 12. iiiew
▪ a a aa LB. 390
411r.
Field Worthmore, Sliced
ACON-- 1-1b. pkg.
Krey All-Meat, Skinless 59
WIENERS .____ 12-oz. pkg.. 39c
•
Aar
U.S4bioice - Cut Any Thickness Kraft CHEESE_ _ _ box 98'
DIN STEAK _ • — — LB. 9% 
hoNE STEAK
•
•Ew • LB. $1.09:
it PORK CUTLETS -ler-T-717k 690 4'
°7/103-7-11-1CiEN BREAST LB. GC'
ert1110(3111
skswoost.,..k41n
'•
BALLARD or PILLSBURY - 11-0z.
BISCUITS
390 IffaifliAINEilOOD
 39* CRACKERS
19, IbiL4 19(Big Brother -
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
WINESAN. PPLES - 
asObi F hio4n_ledb,
bag 59'
4 It :40
INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE a , 1.,-
COFFEE  p•-db. Jar $1.29
48 oz.
can
- - 4 Ton: 370
 3/270
— DIXIE BELLE —
$ 1 . 0 0
VEGETABLE °RIBBING
'SNOYM
panx(oir fl1OIS
  3-11). can 59't
UIEAM 
PINK LIQUID
CORN _ _ - -2 rn. 35'
DETERGENT co.t 29'
CORN FLAKES 111-os. box 39'
LIPTON LOW CALORIE
ICED TEA Ma  u. 79*
4-*
Frosty Aerek Woe.-MIXED VEG.2/39,
Morton (exc. ham) - 11-oz.MEAT DINNERS  39*
Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.FISH STEAKS  89*
Morton - Peach and Apple - 20-ox.FRUIT PIES  3/89*
Frosty Acres- 10-oz.GREENPEAS  2 '35*
Frosty Acres - 10-oz.CUT CORN 2/351
a a 1 1
Bush'sRed
Pie Cherries 3
Martha White
CAKE MIX Box 29'Yellow Solid
MARGARINE 3 lbs. 490
Id" Bowl SALAD D SSING
3 9
11W44
PARKERS FOOD MARKET,
jaaa.
t--v-fi-d 1 
Se
• inn
.601M • m a ma we a .
pa •
•
•
aaa• • •
,••
I
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TVA News
Letter
TVA dams and steam plants
had an estimated 11,755,000 vis-
itors in 1968, bringing the total
number of visitors to these iia-
glellations through the years to
almost 213 million.
Visitor totals at most TVA
Installations were estimated fr-
om registrations and traffic cou-
nts. Many names from each of
the 50 states were on the project
registration books.
The 1968 estimate droppedabo-
ot half a million below the record
total the previous year, mainly
because Sic-Inject and Hales Bar
s were closed to visitors
had been opal in 1967.
The totals do not include re-
creation visitors to the lakes
1 lakeshores, who number ma-
more than the visitors to the
dams.
To encourage the public to see
Its installations, ̀TVA has provid-
ed public lobbies, galleries or
overlooks and other visitor con-
venieoces at 20 major dams and
12 steam Omits. At various pro-
jects there are explanatory dis-
plays, tours guided by Public
Safety Service officers, and in
some cases recorded descriptio-
ns of the projects.
To encourage the public to see
its instillations, TVA has provid-
ed public lobbies, galleries or
overlooks and other visitor con-
veniences at ZO major dams and
12 steam plants. At various pro-
jects there are explanatory dis-
„allays, tours guided by Public Sa-
Service officers, and in some
cases recorded descriptions of
the projects. ----
Ksidaeky Dam continued to le-
ad lie visitor totals in 1968
with more than 1,500,000. Chick-
amauga, Norris, Pickwick Land-
ad Fontana Dams also had
more Rea a minim visitors
Totals for the year at
vidnal TVA projects includ-
West Kentucky
Kentucky Darn-1,554,000 vis-
tors in 1968, a little more than
* the previous year. Since 1939
Kentucky Dam has welcomed ov-
er 30 million visitors, most at
any TVA project.
• SIgtineee Steam Plant—About
MO visitors, making 200,000
In 14 years.
Paradise Steam Plant—A rec-
ord 53,000 visitors; total since
1960 is over 350,000.
West and Central Kentucky
Pickwick Landing Dam—Rank-
ed third among TVA projects
with 1,113,000 visitors, down a
little from 1967. Total since 1935
Is nearly 20 million. •
Allen Steam Plant—A new high
of 40,000 visitors was double
the typical totals of recent years
here.
Cumberland Steam Plant—Ab-
out 9,000 visitors have come to
watch construction of this giant
project since an overlook was
Welled last spring.
Johnsonville Steam Plant-33,-
000 visitors, making a total of
nearly 400.000 since 1955.
Collette Steam Plant-50,000
visitors, most since the original
construction period here, made
a total of about 420,000 since
1955.
Tims Ford Dam-21,000 visit-
ors here since a construction
overlook was opened early in
1968.
North Alabama
Colbert Steam Plant — 52,000
visitors, a near-record. Nearly
450,000 visitors since 1955.
Wilson Dam-840,000 visitors
In 1968, clown from the previous
year but still double the number
seven years earlier. Total since
1923 is nearly 9 million.
Wheeler Dam-375,000 visit-
ors in 1968 makes over 414 mill-
ion since 1934.
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant—
Nearly 85,000 visitors came in
1968 to see construction of the
world's largest nuclear power
plant.
Guntersville Dam--Over 400,-
000 visitors in 1968, and over
7 million since 1936.
Widows Creek Steam Plant—
About Y.1,000 visitors, making
650,000 since 1952.
Southeast Tennessee
Nickajack Dam-Closed in 1968
during construction of permanent
visitors facilities including hill-
side over bok visitors' terrace,
turbine roes ballooft,  top of lock,
and a hank EMI* pier along tha
Whaler. nue lecilities wilt
be oPed this
Chickamauga Den— Ow le
200,000 visitors in 196$, Ss so.
St in recent years. MO WOW
total here is 23 million.
Watts Bear -Daine--Thillit 1116;
at 'of- 617,000 la MB ad me
record here for Emt
raight year. That Utekies
8 million since 1939.
Knoxville Area
Kingston item Plani-36,000
visitors; total over 14 years is
now 1,055,000.
Fort Loudoun Dam—A drop
to 515,000 visitors last year,
making 11,700,000 since 1940.
Melton Hill Dam-166,000 via.
itors in 1968, over two million
In eight years.
Bull Rim Steam Plant—Over
80,000 visitors, making 684,000
In seven years.
Norris Dam--Total of 1140,-
000 visitors was the highest in
11 years at the oldest TVA-built
dam, makes over 27 million sin-
ce 1934. ,
Cherokee Dam—Over 600,000
mow pot wow) aim President Nixon presents
the 'Robert H. Chlellird Memorial Trophy to the crew ofApollo 8. first 'Ines to circle the Moon. at a White Howseceremony Accepting the trophy. a boat of the fate Dr.
Goddard., Iii Navy Cript James Lovell Jr.
per cent increase in personnel
made available to districts by
the USDA Soil Conservation Ser-
vice.
 a 25
Soil, Water
Services Are
Increasing
"Since soil and water conser-
vation district programs are gr-
owing broader and more complex
the demands for district services
are increasing daily,” according
to Sam Studebaker, president of
the National Association of Soil
and Water Conservation Distric-
ts. "Cagy if the federal govern-
ment joins fully with local and
state governments and the pri-
vate sector can these demands
be met adequately," he explain-
ed.
The contributions of funds and
services for district programs
from state, local and private
sources have increased fourfold
in the last decade, he said.
These contribotions, which in-
clude the value of unpaid time of
local district officials and others
as well as local and state apprcge
riations, increased $13.7 million
from the 1967 to the 1968 fiscal
year, said Studebaker.
Local contributions stand at
$33 million annually. State con-
tributions are $30.3 million, and
private individuals and organisat-
ions make available $31.9 million
In funds and services.
"The message is clear," he
said, "conservation- and resour-
ce development in districts is a
partnership program. Pr ivate in-
dividuals, local governments,
and state governments are putt-
ing up sizable amounts of cash
and services to stupplement fed-
erel technical, cost-sharing, ed-
ucational, and other programs in
soil and water conservation dis-
tricts."
This son-federal input, expla-
ined Steddaker is used to ad-
veere comervation efforts in ma-
57-ways. lam psi for conser-
Wks priatialMlegn and layout
RIM leiernmesegeOgrarns. Some
Is allocated to the acceleration
of vital soil surveys and conser-
vation plaeg. The greatest am-
• by 1Ir is utilized in develop-
ing iipsirsist watershed pro)ec-
ts.
"Although heal, state and pri-
vies amarealiaa are rising ma-
rket*, 151, end for federal as-
sistance to offset inroads made
by inflation remains urgent," ueen Startshe said. The latest evaluationof swan Deeds PrePared. at the k
Rabies, Unfortunately, Still With Us!
by GROVER SaltiletMAN
  Cleland Press. Assoeisslias
Correapeadeut
CENTRALIA. - Recentlyin this southern minas dti ut15.000, twenty-three personswere treated for rabies, mostly
children. The culprit was a
tangle rabid cat, spreading Its
havoc in 23 homes before it was
detected and destroyed.
The dog- star, Sirius, rises
with -the sun during July and
August. Ancient astrologers
supposed that this was the rea-
son dogs and cats "went mad"
during these months. Since then,
the two months have carried a
"dog-days" tag, a time of year
when rabies supposedly in-
crease.
However, it's all a myth
There is no connection between
the star, Sirius, dog days and
rabid animals. Rabies is a po-
tential threat every day of the
year, irrespective of weather,
season, altitude or country.• • •
LIKE OTHER dread diseases
that cycle, rabies in ilea
seemed to be on the increase, •
high spot in a 100-year cycle of
the malady that affecLs wild life
so seriously.
Authority for that statement
is Dr. George T. Woods, pro-
fessor of microbiology and pub-
lic health at the University of
Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
In much of the Midwest,
skunka are the real culprits as
•abies carriers, it has been
bund. In 1967, for instance, 147
:ems of skunk rabies were con-
!irmed in Illinois, more than
line times the number of cases
.if dog and cat rabies combined.• • •
DR. WOODS believes that half
the cats in the nation are home-
less. Unfortunately. many
states. including Illinois, do not
require vaccination of cats.
Stray. unvaccipated doge.
skunks, cats and cattle on pas-
ture are the greatest danger to
human beings, relative to rabies.
it has been determined.
Most states today have laws
requiring all dogs to be vac-
cinated. But somehow the legis-
lators in other states have givee!
little attention to the cat, for
some reason, 
Illinoispassed its dog vac-
cination law in 1953, put it to •
work via county boards of su-
perviaors, through county rabies
inspectors. In two years. the
worth of the law became ap-
The rabid dog is in such pain it will even
break its teeth gnashing on this steel bar,
'Arent: dog i abies dropped
from -205 cases in 1954 to 41 in
1955. Last year there were but
eight reported cases in the state.
However. the house cat, the
innocent little animal jondled
by children. still is the big dan-
ger, and somehow many legis-
lators are still Wind to this men-
ace. Doctors warn that any pet
or stray can be bitten by a
rabid animal If unvaccinated,
the bitten animal may show
characteristics of rabies within
two weeks.
• • •
THE animal's tempera/emit
usually'does an abrupt about-
face A vicious dog may become
Affectionate, or a friendly one
just the opposite. The pet' may
wander off and bite anything
and anybody in its path. It usu-
ally "foams at the mouth," has
difficulty. in swallowing, and
will soon bkome paralyzed and
die.
During the time the animal
has been wandering about is the
dangerous time to humans. Even
it, saliva may be- infectious. If
request of NACD, stiows that Or
over 2,000 additiocial man-years
of technical help are needed in 0
sod water and  conservationdis-
tricts. This would mean f The Bagpipe
By MARGARET SAVILLE
LONDON (UPI) --Queen
Elizabeth II starts work every
weekday to the skirl of the
Scottish bagpipes played by her
personal piper in the garden of
Buckingham Palace.
visitors in 1968. This brings the The tradition of playing thistotal since 1940 to morethan10 hard -to-master musicalmillion, instrument at the Palace every 9Douglas Dam—Almost S00,000 a.m, is a century old but, littlelast year, over 9 million in 22 known even by the Britishyears. public.
The piper, wearing elaborate
full-dress uniform of kilt,
shoulder plaid. Highland bonnet
and silver jewelry, marches for a
quarter of an hour up and down
the path outside the private
Royal apartments.
He chooses the tunes himself.
The queen is no ex pert in
Scottish music and Prince Philip
has said. "It all sounds the same
tome"
Many an enemy has been
scared into flight when Scottish
regiments have been led on the
battlefields by their pipers.
When Queen Elizabeth hears
the stirring sound of a Highland
air from her garden. she knows
it's time to walk from her sitting
room to her study to cope with
the day's businen. Prince Philip
goes along to his room to open
his mail and discuss things with
h1_5_ Increney. _ •
Queen Elizabeth's
great-great-grandmother, Queen
Victoria. first brought a Scottish
soldier and his pipes to London
and instructed him to "mark the
time each morning" outside her
window.
Since he no longer received
his Army pay, she gave him a
modest weekly wage -- and
quarters in the Palace precincts.
The Palace has kept an official
piper ever since, except for a few
months last year when the last
one retired and no replacement
was forthcoming.
The queen missed her
momihg signal music and her
Scottish Queen Mother was
openly worried about the
absence of what she called "this
necessity for the Sovereign's
residence.-
• -So the queen asked for a
competition to be staged
between her Scottish regiments.
After a series of intensive
auditions, the winner emerged in
Pipe-Major Andrew Pitkeathly Of
the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders
He now lives in an apartment
provided by the queen at ancient
Upper East Tennessee
John Sevier Steam Plant--8,-
400 vLsitors, making 322,000 si-
nce 1953.
Fort Patrick Henry Dam-25,-
000 visitors in 1968 brought the
total since 1952 to 3,800,000,
Boone Dam-338,000 visitors
made nearly 5 million since 1951.
Watauga Dam-179,000 broug-
ht the total here since 1947 to
4,400,000.
South Holston Dam-238,000
visitors. Since 1948 over 5 mill-
ion have visited here.
North Carolina
Fontana Dam-1,064,000 vis-
itors last year made nearly 22,-
800,000 since 1945. Half a mill-
ion passengers have ridden Foo-
tana incline car in its first 5
years of operation clown the do-
untaiusicie from overlook to po-
werhouse.
Hiwassee Dam—A record120,-
000 visited here; the total since
1937 is 1,700,000.
41111101h.:4110:411V 74t.,2111K*-:411i jelpalerelips-Awascliwiar.
VICTOR CHAMPION ADDING —
j!SUBTRACTING MACHINE
ONOW ONLY $9950
i-
0 Here's a verinible. 118-PlarPos• aiding machine,designed to give years of chmendabie trouble
' free performance. This compact. 10-keyi
Champion lists 7 columns sad totals 8
-(999.999.99) You'll find the Champion easy
'''' and convenient to use; electric operation
0 make, figureworli fast and effortless.0 LEDGER & TIMES
0 OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT. -
visnifit zwisortaowdit Awn* 7.aggvairearsar-mx-zai
o Skirl
.1Hampton Court Palace on the .
banks of the River Thames ii ̂  easel are the quickest of
up-river from central London all mammals- --
bitten, a human will soon have
the virus affecting thz nervous
syste m. the brain, and the
spinal cord.
Being bitten by a rabid ani-
mal once nieant a long series
of painful shots. Side effects
were often quite pronounced
Now, however, new vaccines are
improved, and although bite Vic,
time must take from 14 to 21
shots, the injections are less
painful, with fewer side effects.
alma beet- way to avoid-rabies
Is to learit,about it, teach you'r
children about the disease. Hay
vaierinittfah Vaccinate your
pets annuaHy. both dogs and
cats.
• • •
SUPPORT stray animal con-
trol bills. Teach children not to
play with the stray dog or cat.
Watch your pet while on a
camping trip. for remember, •
tangle with a rabid skunk might
give your pet rabies. And lastly,
if you suspect a dog or cat is
rabid, do noot kill i. but simply
confine it, on tests can be-Aoade
to ascertain its condition.
Many From Calloway Win 4
Degrees At Semester End
Another record mid-year class
was graduated from Murray State
University at the close of the
fall semester.
Thirty-one students were awa-
rded master's degrees and 344
undergraduates earned bachel-
or's degrees. The previous rec-
ord was 24 master's degrees
and 229 bachelor's degrees last
year.
Graduating students represen-
ted 19 states and two foreign
countries, with a majority of
the number from Kentucky, acc-
ording to Registrar Wilson Gan-
tt.
No formal mid-year graduation
exercise is held at Murray State.
Students who complete degree
requirements get their diplomas
by mail. They may return at
the end of the spring semester
In May to participate in com-
mencement ceremonies.
Those from Calloway County
winning master's degrees were
as follows:
Rubin K. Adams, Rt. 5; Ernie
Rob Bailey, Rt, 2; Van Layton
Futrell, Rt. 6; William Thomas
Jefferson, 1601 Sunset Drive, Ja-
mie David Potts, Rt. 2, Kirksey.
Those from Calloway County
receiving bachelor's degrees we-
re:
Charles M. Baker, Jane Y.
Barnett, Malcolm Berry, Jack
L. Centers, Thomas W. David-
son, Jerry D. Duncan, Albert
B. Futrell, Jennifer K. George,
Gordon T. Germain, Harold F.
Golden, John Samuel Housden,
Robert Karapontso, Duane H. Lo-
wry, Jean A. Luther, Karen D.
Morgan, Barbara Pinson, St
ben,C. Ross, August P. Schiller,
Lynwood Smith, Michael L. Smi
Hi, Chrysandra Spiceland, Rober
T. Taylor, Mary J. Waldrop.
Graves countians winning ba
chelor degrees were:
Ronald Alderdice, Susan L
Austin, Charles A. Barlow, All
ce Kay Britt„ Pamela Boyd Br
ooks, Mary R. Byrd, Curtis H
Carter, Joanne Cloar, Peggy J
Cobb, Roger L. Fields , Charle
W. Ford, Willie B. Gilliam, Ml
chael K. Goodwin, Linda J. Gr
en, Judy C. Hard, Thomas M
Hargrove, Andrea Colley Helm
Joseph R. Holloway, James L
Koch, Janice Malone, Jerry W
Mayes, Jean Parker, Patricia
Irwin McLoughlin, Ralph C. Pr-
ince, Vern S. Simmons, Roger
L. Tatum, Bill C. Taylor, Alicia
R. Wallace, Judith Newsome
lloughby.
William Henry Taylor, Jr. of
Hardin won his degree also.
Intuitive
DETROIT (UPI) - A real
rackdown on crime might occur
if police operated under an
British ordinance.
In the Middle Ages, the town
of Ripon, England held the town
watchman responsible for burglar-
ies. "Bygone England," published
by Singing Tree Press of Detroit.
says if a house were robbed be-
tween 9 p.m. and sunrise, and the
homeowner could prove he'd tali-
en proper Jarecautions, the night
watchman had to make good to
lots.
• • •
,.When Mery 'griffin-. ends his
four-year stint as head man of
a talk-variety program for
Westinghouse Broadcasting
Company late this summer to
run a late-night, five-a-week show
for the CBS-TV network, the
syndicated Westinghouse ente4
tainment will be taken over by
Britain's David Frost. He is best
known to Americans for his
appearances a few seasons back
on "That Was the Week That
Was."
• * •
The Confederate States were
organized at Montgomery, Ala.,.
in 1699, W--
• • •
If India's population continue,
to grow at the present rate of
2.4 per cent annually it.will reach
1 billion in 30 years._ —
• •
The famous Jim Bowie spent
his youthful years in Louisiana.
• • •
Three of every five tourists
Haiti arr Canadians.
• *
Fishermen in St. Lucia in the
West Indies use cotton flour
sacks to make sails for then
boats.
Once while you
were at the movies
we were at a flood.
help
us
help
The American Red Cross.
We dorit know where
well be heeded next.
You don't either advertising contributed
for the public good
-
•
"TT
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Ripon, England held the town
atchman responsibis for burgle
i. "Bygone England," publish...
r Singing Tree Press of Detroit
ys if a house were robbed be
veen 9 p.m. and sunrise, and the
uneowner could prove he'd talc-
' proper precautions, the night
atchman had to make good *
Ob.
• • •
..When Mery Griffin ends his
ur-year stint as head man of
talk-variety program for
estinghouse Broadcasting
impany late this summer to
n a late-night, five-a-week show
r the CBS-TV network, the
ndicated Westinghouse env*
inment will be taken over by
itainns David Frost. He is ben
own to Americans for his
pearances a few seasons back
"That Was the Week That
• • *
The Confederate States were
ganized at Montgomery. Ala
1699. •
t ea
If India's population continues
grow at the present rate of
1 per cent annually it .will
oillion in 30 years.
• * •
The famous Jim Bowie spent
youthful years in Louisiana• • •
Three of every five tourists id)
iti are Canadians.
* • it
Fishermen in St. Lucia in the
at Indies use cotton flour
ks to make sails for then
its.
•
les
)d.
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public good
EXPLOSIVE SITUATION -Constable Andre Parent of the St.
Laurent Police Department shows a homemade explosive
device made with 141 sticks of dynamite discovered under
an overpass at the busiest intersection in this suburb of
Montreal. More than 50 pounds of dynamite was used.
•
By JEANNE LESEM
UPI Food Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) — Avocados have as many aliases as an
international thief on the lam.
More than a dozea different names — including alligator pear
have been used for this buttery-textured , fruit since Spanish
explorers found the Aztecs, the Incas and the Mayas growing and
eating it centuries ago in South and Central America and Mexico.
The Spanish and French names for the fruit are aguacate and
avocet The latter also means lawyer but both names are thought to
be attempts to reproduce phonetically the Aztec word for avocado
— ahuacati.
The United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association (UFFVA),
which provided this information, says the Incas called the avocado
palta, and the Mayas, on, Brazilian Indians had still another name for
one variety — omtchon.
When and why we began calling it alligator pear is unknown, says
wo • the association. Early writers compared its shape to the pear, and the
alligator reference may stem from the resemblance of the skin of
some varieties to an alligator's scaly hide. Not all varieties are pear
shaped. Some are small and round, others as large as footballs They
range in weight from 5 to 6 ounces to as much as 4 pounds.
West Africans call the avocado custard apple, in apparent
reference to the smooth, spreadable texture of its ripe meat. It's also
been called butter pear, vegetable butter, midshipman's marrow or
butter and subaltern's butter. Mature fruits have oil content ranging
from 10 to 19 per cent. They also contain 14 minerals and nine
A vitamins.
• Interchangeable names are not confined to the fruit world, we
found. Some vegetables can be almost as confusing. Endive, escarole
and chicory are all names for the same salad green, which has curly
green leaves on thin white stalks. But broad-leaved endive also is
known as escarole. And then there's witloof, alias French and Belgian
endive, which doesn't resemble either. It consists of small, compact
white heads with canoe-shaped green-tipped leaves.
None of these is to be confused with chicory root, sometimes also
called French endive. It's not a salad green but a coffee filler or
substitute. Root chicory provides the characteristic flavor in New
• Orleans style coffee.
• The onion family is only slightly lees confusing. Many persons
mistake scallions and green onions for each other and for shallots.
Green onions are tiny bulb-shaped vegetables with the same
concentric arrangement as dry onions from which the green tops
have been removed before drying. Scallions are white onion shoots
pulled before the bulbs form. Shallots, which the French call
eschalottes, also are bulb-shaped, but consist of cloves resembling
garlic. Shallots' flavor resembles a delicate combination of onions
and garlic.
Parsley, the garnishing and potherb we take for granted, means a
curly leaf plant to most cooks. But Italian-Americans prefer its close
relative, flat leaf parsley, which to some palates has more flavor.
Then there's Chinese parsley, alias cuiantro, alias cilantro, alias
fresh coriander. All four names describe a pungent herb of the
Parsley family whine flavor is totally different from the other two
types. It is thought to have originated in Asia and is widely used in
the cookery of China, Mexico, some Middle Eastern and
Mediterranean countries and the Caribbean.
Fresh cariander is not sold as a dried herb but is easy to grow
from seed. Once the seedlings have reached 3 to 4 inches in height,
the plants do well indoors in pots or outdoors.
* *
By any name
Aztec cocktail is an unusual fruit appetizer developed by the test
kitchens of the California Avocado Advisory Board. Peel and section
2 pink grapefruit, reserving juice. Mix grapefruit and its juice with I
(13 1/2-ounce) can of pineapple chunks and their syrup, 1 to 2
tablespoons of fresh lemon juice and 2 tablespoons of silvered
candied ginger. Chill. Just before serving, halve lengthwise 2 medium
avocados. Remove seeds and skin and cut avocados croaawise into
crescents. Toss avocado lightly with other fruits. Serve with
cinnamon or coconut toast Makes 6 servings.
Aid to Addicts
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -- Two
substances which may help nar-
cotics addicts overcome their habit
have been discovered by a pro-
teaser of pharmacology and toxi-
cology at the University of
California Medical Center.
Dr. E. Leong Way reported
discovery of the substance, which
prevents mice from becoming ad
aided to morphine. He said the
discovery may have application
to human drug addicts.
• • •
nu-Antenna
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
idden- radio antenna of one
969 model automobile actually
res the driver in the face -- if
e looks closely enough The an-
nna is in the windshield, accord -
to PAG_Industries, a major
pplier. PPG engineers say two
streniely thin wires are sand-
iched inn* the glass and ea-
nd up tenter across the top
f the windshield.
•
UDR
PADUCAH, Ky. (UPI) -
aducah is named after Chief
aduke, chief of alegendary band
C Chickasaw Indians, and his
tue stands in the western
entucky ci!y.a a
rens Atlantic Garages
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
orld's largest seagoing garages
arry up to 1,150 automobil
or the export and import trade.
driven through the stern
amp of Atlantic Container Line
ar ships are parked in special
5'S' low-ceiling cargo holds Co
trans-Atlantic passage between US.
and European tor?. .
Elbow-Room
HONOLULU (UPI) - Th
average beachgoer at Waikiki ha
around 44 square feet of Kan
to himself compared with an aver
age of 57 square feet at Coney
Island, according to Hawaii plan
ner WalterCollins
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SHOP... COMPARE.
OUR
LOW. LOW PRICES.
12. 191111
MILLIONS OF EXTRA QUALITY STAMPS
WHEN YOU SAVE ()DUTY STARS
3C1.1 EXTRA (UAL [TY STAMP!) WITH EACH FILLE6 QUALITY STkR CCVER CARD - - FILL A MANY AS YGU LIKE.
MIRACLE WHIP Kraft  32-oz. jar 59'
OIL Kraft - 7e Off  32-oz. size 59'
LIBBY Yellow Cling
PEACHES3 11b.cla3noz 890
(Reg 390
MACARONI DINNER
VELVEETA Kraft 
Kraft - 7-oz. boxes 2 F° R Afle
2-1b. boz_ 990
LIBBY DEEP BROWN
BEANS8 cl 4a on zs $100
Kraft American or Pimento
SLICED CHEESE
Libby - Sweet Cucumber Slices
PICKLES
SAVE 41c
WITH THIS •
VALUABLE
COUPON!
YO'
CRIsco
Shorting
wriii THIS COUPON AND $5.00 OR MOtte. ustilER
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
COUPON VALID THROUGH SAT., MARCH 15th
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN
•
(Reg. 89c)
3 lb. Can
10)1'310
48C
ilICIULDER ROAST 59tbEF
RIB STEAKS Bone in Cut — — — — lb $1.09
SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN
ROAST CHUCK
Fancy Cut lb 49t,
Veal Patties lb. 39c Short Ribs
Boneless
STEW MEAT lb. 89°
Beef
RIB EYE STEAK lb. '1.89
Sliced Slab
pi, 590 BACON
16.. jar 290 VINE RIPE
KRAFT GRAPE
JAM
(Reg.)
21b. Jar 49
Libby
 .59d
lb 39'
Booth Breaded - 2-lb
FISH STEAKS  '1.19
Sliced
SMOKED JOWL lb. 49*
Fresh Picnic Style
PORK
, ROAST Wholelb.
TOMATOES._
APPLES 
Fancy Slicers
CUCUMBERS 
•••••• 4111. .1•1•=111M
Fresh, Crisp
lb' 19° RADISHES?r 
!big°
Young Tender
ONIONS 
lb.
NEW GREEN
CABBAGE
SPAGHETTI with MEAT BALLS — — 24-oz. can 390/
STAR KISTMerit Sweetened or Unsweetened
ORANGE JUICE  390 TUNA
PET RITZ Frozen APPLE
PIE
SAVE Joe
(Reg 39()
20oz. Pie
29
_ • ,
lb. 90
61 cm cans 3 for sg..e
Hyde Park Sandwich
BREAD loaves 91120-oz. 
YEAilILA WAFERS  1-lb 29'
Lady Scott Bathroom
TISSUE 42-Roll $1Paks •0
19C
6-oz. bags 2 °A
2 Bunches
190
8
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--Honor Roll
'For Kirksey
Is Released
,
.tiniaerfolk
: HONG KONG (UPI) — There
pre 56,000 folierinee sail their
families operating 6,814 'fishing
ir-seels in Hong Kong waters.
•The honor roll for the first
six weeks of the second wriest.
er at the ICirksey Elementary
School Ms been released by the
Princleal. M. B. Rogers. It is as
billows:
"loath snide — Terry Clark.
Jill 11 31•011, Kevin Lamb, Ke-
ihe Lieeett, Patricia Melvin,
Rogers Kevin Russell,
Rea& Smith, Vanessa Stone,
and Dan Watson.
Fifth grade — Kenny Adams.
Cindy Bailey, Sandra Bibb, Kir
Ude Broach, Sherry Dixon, Bar
ry Joseph, Martha McCallon,
Randy McDaniel, Barbara
Pierce, Diane Rhoades. PeltIO'
Rogers, Sandra Stark, Donna
Tabers, Debbie Tucker, and
Kerry Wyatt.
Sblh grade — Patsy Der
keen, Larry Geib, Margaret
Greer. Bob Hargrove, Penny
Higgins. Sherri McKinney, Tom
Montgomery. Denise Morton,
Jan Todd, Rhonda Towery, and
Janet Usrey.
Seventh grade — Donna
Adams, Cindy Compton. Karen
Crick, Amanda Hoke, Suzette
Hughes, Phill McCallon, Sheila
Moms, Marion Outland, Dot
Pierce, Janet Riley, Jennifer
Taber:, and Curtis Tucker.
Eighth grade — Stacy Adams.
Gale Broach- Becky Burchett,
Susan Hall, Teresa Joseph, Rose-
mary Lamb, Darlene Oliver,
Sherry Pierce, Emily Ross, sad
Sabrina Tucker.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
&swift Wed.. March 12, INS
Kollucky Purchase Area Xi*
Market Report Includes 10 Buy-
ing Stations.
Receipts 1282 Head, Barrows
and Gilts Steady to Mostly ISO
Lovrer. Sows, Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $20.00-20.50:
US 24 190340 lbs S19.25-2001;
US 2-4 230-260 Ite $18.75-19.25;
US 34 250-200 lbs $18.25-1.875„
SOWS: 
Thieves Steal
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 516.75-17.75; police credentials
.1.15 1-3 300000 lbs $16.00-17.001 BRASILIA, Brazil (UPI) — T
hundred police credential
were stolen from the police identi
fication brueau large. Police said
photograph and' lagnature was
that was aeccalsof to allow some
one with one of the cards to p
as a policeman.
oirr • • •
(Continued From Pegs One)ia &blonder, Donates, Duty
mid Wiusda Biltingtoa, hid
cammendabie three po
emu* at Murray State dui-
wareity.
Mayor Holmes Ellis conuneed-
ed the club for its many civic
functions.
Charles Conley of the Pub,
Tenn., dub reviewed the for-
of the Paris Junior Civi-
tan Qub and presented Miss
Dorothy Deity, president of the
Paris Junior Civitan Club.
Mies Darby gave a talk on
the Junior Oub and told what
II had meant to her life. She
diellenged the Murray young
people to be builders, not wreck-
ers, and to form a junior dub
in Murray.
Richard Moore of Owensboro,
director of the Junior Civilians
In Kentucky, spoke and offer
ad his services in starting a
junior club in Murray. Several
of the young people who were
present indicated a desire to
participate in Junior Civitans
and it was felt that such a
club could be organized in Mur-
ray in the near future.
Any young person in senior
high school or college who is
interested in learning more
about junior or collegiate Civi-
tan Clubs con do so by con-
tacting any member of the Mur-
ray Civitan Club.
President McCellan read a
letter of thanks from Major
Warner Cole. president of the
Callowsy County Association for
Retarded Children, for the do-
nation of 1200.00 given to the
association.
William H. Belford and B o b
Leensatua were welcomed into
the club as new members.
Piety varieties of citrus fruit
grOw in Trinidad.
• • •
Puerto Ricans became U-.S.
citizens iti '1917 under the Jones
Act.
• • •
No point on an West Indian
island more than 55 miles
from the sea.
• ••
Vast Man-Made Forest
Just Keeps on Growing!
This lea saw* poet ef rh• 300,000 acres Kam-
puma Sion Forme on New Zealand's North ofIsland.
ay WIUJAM A. SNOtES
es
Centro Press AssociatIonLLIre. rpm,: not. ,WENGTON. N.Z.NZ. Three-- hundred thousand acr  of man-
made forest! It is the largest in the world. and it ix growingevery year. Helicopters are being imed for sowing and by this
nwthod 1.500 acres can be sown in 10 hours.The forest is the 300.000 acres of Kaingaroa State Forest. sit•uated on the central vokank plateau of the North Island ofNew Zealand. This huge area of pines is part of the million-arid -
a-quarter acres of exotic forests in New Zealand, half of whichare administered by the New Zealand Forest ServiceNew Zealand has more than 15 million acres of forested land.but much Is unmerchantable. indigenous forest.Any country that increases Its exports of a product to anothercountry from $A5 million to 
5•20 million in a single year toed that forestry is not simplyhas reason to be pleased_ New a ipesistion of planting trees andZealand is no exception. hopiag they grow. so it set up1,062 are only a small part the Forest Research Instituteof the total of New Zealand's as a division of the State Forestwood exports Pulp sad paper Service.laid year accounted for Id perccnt while the bantam wasmade up of cut timbeir,•woods, chips and laminatieele.New Zealand's interest in for-
estry began about 1897 whenthe government selected Wits-karewarewa. a suburb of Ro-torua in the thermal area of theNorth Island. and Tapanui. inthe West Otago region of theSouth Island. as centers fromwhich to aatart large scale ex-otic afforestation At the sametime private enterprise was en-
couraged to plant trees.• • •FROM 1920 to 1930 there was
a boom on afforestation whenmany companies bought Landand financed the planting of itby the sale of bonds to the pub-lic These companies establishedmore than a quarter of a mil-lion acres of forest , per cent of 'which came fromIn 1947 the government real-1 exotic. plantations.
As its first ,n,t) the institutetook stock of the native tim-bers in the country and themammoth task was completed
In 1956. This survey showedthere were six million acres ofnative timber in the NorthIs-lam/ and eight and .a half mil-lion acres in the South IslandAt present the Forest Re-search Institute is engaged in*studies of soil fertility. treebkndtrig. nursery techniques.wood preservation. wood qual-ity and strength, the chemistryof wood and its extractive* tim-ber seasoning and pulping, and
the qualities of plus and lamin-ates
In the year 1967-196N thsoutput New Zealand fromout for-ests wasthe biggest ever at-tained 213 million cubic feet.
Apollo 9 On
Last Day Of
Its Flight
By Al. ItOSSITUR Jr.
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
— Apollo 9, a superb
p but a beastly boat,
Into its final day of
ht today with weathermen
watching the stormy gray at-
lantic for a calm place to bring
It down Thursday.
Its pilots, James A. McDivitt,
David R. Scott, and Russell L
Schweickart, ordered "a nice
soft piece of water with no
winds and no waves" for the
climax of America's last earth
orbital flight before this year's
final assault on the moon.
But the conditions that fore-
casters predicted for the prime
landing area 200 miles south-
west of Bermuda where little
betl,er than marginaL Space
agency meteorologists predicted
23 mile-an-hour winds, 4-5 foot
seas and 10 foot swells.
The recovery ship Guadalcan-
al was buffeted by worse wea-
ther late Tuesday, with 15-foot
seas sliding dishes and spilling
soup in mess areas.
Flight directors had three op-
tions for a Thursday splash-
down. They could clear Apollo 9,
for a landing at 10:25 a.m. EST
In the prime area; move the
splashdown point several hund-
red miles eastward; or bring
Apollo 9 down one orbit later
and farther south.
Recovery team leaden aboard
the Guadalcanal said seas of 10
to 12 feet and winds up to 30
mph were the maximum that
could be +1' - -cl for a safe re-
cu.ery.
Apollo 9 . .s launched from
Cape Kennedy March 3 and six
days later had achieved its ma-
jor objective — to thoroughly
check out the Apollo moon
landing spacecraft and clear it
for a lunar flight.
Meanwhile, the Apollo 10
spaceship and rocket were
mounted on their launch pad at
Cape Kennedy Tuesday in pre-
paration for launch May 17 and
• moon orbiting mission wine
Thomas Stafford. John Young
and Eugene Cernan at the con-
trols.
The Apollo 9 astronaut
should bring back a photogra-
phic bonanza. Besides the four
amen experiment designed to
survey such resources as ore
odies, crops, forests and fish-
eries, they had three still cam-
eras and two movie cameras
aboard and apparently made
good use of them.
FOUR HEMS
(Continued From Page One)
bumper, and to the Bogard ear
on the right front fender and
bumper.
A truck pulling a house trail-
er collided with a car on North
12th Street yesterday at 5.30
p.
Police mid the 1968 Chevro-
let truck owned by Monarch
Industries, Middleburg, hid..
driven by Charles Hubert Wood-
ruff, was going south on North
12th. He told police he was
meeting a truck and didn't have
room to pass. The side of the
haw trailer being pulled by
Ni truck hit the Pontiac that
mis parked at the curb, accord-
ing to the police report.
Damage to the car was oti
lbe left reer panel and no dam-
age was reported to the truck
and trailer on the report by the
police.
Last night at 7115 p. m. a
two car collision was reported
on South 12th Street in front
of the Holiday Inn.
Cars involved were a 1968
Ford two door owned by Wal-
lace Hopper and driven by Dan-
ny Lee Hopper of Henderson,
and a 1965 Dodge Dart two door
driven by Ire Hunter Love of
503 Poplar Street.
Police said Love was making
a right turn from the left lane
of South 12th Street with his
turn signal on and collided with
the Hopper ear going straight
ahead passing the Love car.
Both cars had been moved
when the police arrived at the
Damage to the Hopper ca
woo on the nor quarter pane
and to the Love car on the righ
front fender.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press Interhatleml
The largest fresh-water fish
Is the giant Russian sturgeon
found in the Volga River.
Specimens have been known to
attain 26 feet in length with a
weight of more than 3,000
pounds
Thirteen southern statessuppb :la ph ern, thr nation's 
egg"
PUEBLO . • •
(Continued Pram Poo. Onel
were called to testify in seerst
today, apparently about lose 111
ialeWsesee papers to the OM-
munists.
Bucher insisted twice Theo
day the North Korean capture of
the Pueblo was a "seizure," not
a "surrender"' on his part.n never struck my colors,"
Bucher said. "I didn't consider
It surrendering. We were over-
whelmed by odds that gave no
chance for curvival."
The court's chief counsel.
Capt. William R. Newsome, dis-
regarded this argument a a d
went right on calling the less
of the vessel a "surrender."
Vice Adm. Harold Bowen, the
court president, jabbed at Buch-
er's decision not to man his
guns because the Communists
had the Pueblo's decks covered
with machine guns.
Stressed Sailing Orders
Bucher stressed his sailing or-
ders required him not to pro-
voke a fight and to keep his
guns covered unless survival of
the ship was at stake.
"I felt it possible that they
the Koreans might come aboard
and leave. 1 felt that once they
knew it was American and not
South Korean and wasn't putt-
ing agents in their country,
they might leave."
Bucher conceded he "tacitly"
approved a destruction plan for
the papers and electronic de-
vices of the Pueblo's intellig-
ence unit without having any
idea of the quantitly of Papers
involved.
The plan was prepared by Lt
Stephen Harris, 31, Melrose.
Mass., who ran the Pueblo's
espionage operation.
In later questioning Bucher
said he felt "completely respon-
sible" for the failure to fully
destroy the intelligence papers.
"We could have taken the do-
cuments into a compartment
and poured diesel oil on them
and made a complete burn,"
Bucher said. "No one thought of
it, I hold myself accountable.'
SEEN & HEARD . .
(Continued From Pape One)
strikers had a right to sit down
In the man's factory. Before
that time they stayed just off
the property, which is the way
it should be.
A man's property is his pro-
perty and nobody has a right
to molest, destroy or damage it
The punk who drives across;
someone's yard for the kicks
he gets out of it, should get a
stiff kick where it hurts.
Crime increased 13 per cent
in the North Central States, 16
per cent in thc Southern States.
18 per cent in the Western
States. and 21 per cent in the
Northeastern States.
Mee probably some of this in-
crease came from civil rights;
"demonstrations". Many peopl
use any event as an excuse t
steal and destroy Steal a
see at one time and it is a
theft, but steal it during • de-
monstration and it's all right.
When some people say they'll
meet you halfway, they figure
they are standing in the middle
to begin with. Sort of like the
communists. They want to keep
what they have and negotiate
for what you have.
Fellow says men and women
have two faults what they say
and what they do.
A thirty ton whale washed up
on a west coast beach this week.
A hippie climbed up on top of
the huge whale in spite of the
ripe aroma. "I just wanted to
feel what it's like to stand on
a whale's back" he said We
can understand this and we
can understand his answer
when asked what it felt like.
"Sad", he answered.
Sort of like chopping down a
huge tree. One minute it is a
huge living monarch and the
next merely material for dust
ODCt more.
Sauter George McGovern is
quoted as saying that cows and
pigs are better fed than many
Americans. This is probably
true, but how to alleviate the
situation and have the recip-
ients retain their self pride, in-
itiative and well being is the
problem.
Yee don't "feed" people, like
you feed cows and pigs Who
wants to tome running when
the government man gracious-
ly hands out the food To heck
with him, we'll go along with
our own capabilities.
1Iafuma lir, am. a µale in
1019.
• • •
Taverns and churches were the
the two basic social institution.
oft adonialA merica.
Census — Adults .... 109
Census — Nursery ... 12
Admissions, March.111. 1969
James Cooper, Route
gumington; Mrs. Will. W
cheater, Route 1, Almo; Mrs.
Wanda Nolin, Box 492, Murray;
Clifton Campbell, 101 Flout
13th Street, Murray; Miss U
lissa Underwood, Route 1, Mur•
ray, Master Kelly Colson, it.
1, Harlin; Mrs. Lillian
202 South llth Street, Murray;
Miss Rhonda Schrader, Box 37,
Hazel; Cohen Stubblefield, 001
Sycamore. Murray; Mrs. Jan
Cole and baby girl, 1830 W.
Main Street, Murray; Earn
teen Skinner, Pine Street, Mur-
ray; Donald Baker, 1508 Park-
lane Drive, Murray; Mrs. Joyce
Fuqua, Route 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Anne Montgomery, 100 North
18th Street, Murray; Mrs. De-
mus McClure, Route 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Minnie Whitney, Route 1,
Hardin; Joe Wimberly, 210. So.
13th Street, Murray; James
Waters, Route 1, Lynn Grove;
Cary Hurt, Route 2, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Wilson, 1616 Magno-
lia Drive, Murray.
Dismissals
Donald Baker, 1508 Parklane
Drive, Murray Miss Kathy
,l)tinson, 1704 Farmer Ave.,
:-lurray; Randy Kohr, Route 3,
Box 157, Murray; Herman Wick-
er, 206 North 8th Street, Mur-
ray; Master Kent Duncan, Rt,
1, Almo; Mrs. Phyllis Brandon
and baby boy, 521 South 13th
Street, Murray; Master Michael
Wilson, 512 Whitnell, Mtirray;
Mrs. Grade Hughes, Route 2,
Murray; Miss Linda McCuistono
Pine Bluff Shores, New Con-
cord; Mrs. Ninnie McCallum,
Box 92, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Dora Edmonds, Route 5, Mur-
ray. -
• 
•
'MARCH ON U.S. EPASASSY Police cordon awaits more than 1,000 marchers to attempt aprotest demonstration in front of the U.S. Embassy in London. Theorganizedgroupw s organidby the leftwing Britain-Vietnam Solidarity F lial and was dispersed octet an hour's march.
American industry loses more
than 100 million man-hours of
production annually because of
dental problems, says the
American Dental Association.
• * •
The first commercial brewery
built in the United States was
erected in 1612 1st New York,report researchers at Rheingold
Breweries.
* • *
The city of Cullman, Ala..
had no traffic fatalities in 1968.
*
The average household light
bulb has a life expectancy of
750 hours.
e 
• • *
l AiIllegal moonshine W estimate , ,
to cheat. public revenues out o 
$25
 1:
,
477211- 8 governor is paid
$744 million in taxes annuall% . - annua Iv.
In 1830, nine years after
gaining statehood, 'Missouri still
was basically a frontier state.
The card game Faro got
name because one of the kings
in an old French deck of cards
resembled an Egyptian Pharoah,
says Collier's Kiley elopedia
*
1r1 Fiisks King was a con-
spiraev by whisky distillers and
federal revenue officers to defraud
the government o an l i dor taxes.
* * •
Jacobus Ilendricus Von't Hoff,
111 Dutch chemist, contributedAcr:
sciente his concept of the 11/r111-
metric carbon atom in 11174;_
•
Texas Tech in Lubbock. Tex.,
offers 83 fields of study for a
bachelor's degree. 50 for the
master's and 20 for the doctor-
ate's.
The state flower of Vermont
is the red clover.
* *
Niee-Time (lamp
I)ETROIT (I PI) -- Ty' Cobb
of the Detroit 1 igeN won the
American League batting crown
for nine consecutive years from
1907 to 1915. He lost to Iris
peaker in 916 and then
iKeTtiMit.trree
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narehers to attempt a
L. group was organized
aftet an hour's march.
•
xas Tech in Lubbock, Tex..
83 "fields of study for a
foes degree, 50 for the
r's and 20 for the doctor-
* * *
e state flower of Vermont
red 'darer.
C.  *
rime Champ
TROIT (i P1) - Ty Cobh
✓ Detroit Tigeni won the
can IA-ague batting crown
tie consecutive years from
to 1915. He belt to 'Iris
to in 1916 and then won
rieitirree seasons.
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FOR SALE
tea MADE peanut brittle,daily, 50S bag. Phone
733-7520 for free delivery.
M-13-C
BUT WOOL SLACKS and 'tweet-
ers at half price. Spring nacirts-
wear arriving now. Stop and
see. The Stripe Shop, 603
South 4th St. April-8-C
&so MOBILE Sportsman house
trailer, 32' x 8', $400.00. Con
tact Hubert Coles at Hubert's
Antiques on the Hazel Hwy.
M-20-P
RUGS a mess? Clean for less
with-Blue Lustre! Rent elec-
tric shampooer $1. Tidwell's
Paint Store, M-15-C
6
IF carpet beauty doesn't grow?
Clean it • right and watch it
glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto Store. M-15C
LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
the carpet cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
1. Big K.
UM COLLIERS Encyclopedias,
Includes, book case and Child
Craft set. $120.00 already been
paid, take over payments. 753-
8351. M-15-C
WHEEL CHAIR, like new. Also
patient lifter in good condition
Phone 758-1448 after 3110 p.
1 M-15-P
FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator in
good condition. Cheep. Phone
753-8501. I4.1343 1948 WILLYS 4-wheel drive
 Jeep, '62 engine, excellent con-
on. -1980 STAR House Trailer, 10' x Call 753-2202 ask for
Lloyd or Don, after 5:00 p.45', air conditioner and washer
included. Call 492-8237. M-14-C M-13-P
A BEAUTIFUL tinsproise 1987
Ford XL, 2 boor bard top.
Power steering and brakes, fac-
tory air, bucket mats and con-
sole... Low mileage. Local auto-
mobile. Parker Ford Used Car
Dept., Phone 753-5273. M-14-C
1966 TlUe Pamenger Ford Coun-
try Squire station wagon. Pcw-
er steering, brakes, factory air.
A clean local car, Parker Ford
Used Car Dept., Phone 753-5223.
M-14-C
1963 FORD Galazie 500 XL, 4-
door hardtop, power steering
and brakes, automatic trenamis-
sion. Call 492-8594 after 6 p.
M-13-C
1967 PLYMOUTH Fury II, 4-
door sedan. This one is beige,
with power steering, factory
air, local one owner. Extra
sharp car. Parker Ford Used
Car Dept., Phone 753-52'73.
M-14-'C
1965 VW, 2-door deluxe sedan
A local straight "Bug". Parker
Ford Used Car Dept., Phone
753-5273. M-14-C
1960 PLYMOUTH, 2-door sedan,
V-8 automatic. Fair condition.
Will sell cheap. See at Scotties
Standard, East Main. M-13-C
1986 CROWN Imperial, 4-door
hard top. Loaded with extras
and options. Far solid comfort,
this one owner car is the an-
swer. Parker Ford Used Car
Dept., Phone 753-5273. M-14-C
1963 WHITE Mustang, 2-door
hardtop. This one is tops, with
a 280 V-8 and automatic trans-
Parier Ford Used Car
Dept., Phone 753-3273. M-14-C
AUCTION: Antique and House-
hold. Saturday, March 15th.,
10 a. in. at the Elmus Jones
home 6 miles west of Murray
on College Farm Road, 2'4
miles math, of Stella. The best
bunch of antiques I have seen
in a long time. Lots of glass
and china, 4 trunks, 2 wash
Otands, telephone, dinner bell,
old lamps, picture frames, ket-
tles, jars, jugs, quilts, rockers.
Too many items to list sep-
arately. Also lots of nice mod-
ern furniture and appliances.
For information call Otto
Chester's Auction Service, 435-
4042, Lynn Grove, or C. L.
Jones, 4354873. M- 1.2-P
COME IN and see our inventory
of 25 used trucks, ranging from
1956 models to 1988 models.
Half-ton pick-ups to two-ton
trucks. $150.00 and up. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept., Phone
753-5273. M-14-C
kUCTION: Saturday, March 15,
at 1:00 p. m., rain or shine, at
the late Raymond Alexander
farm, five miles southeast of
Murray, 1% miles east of Lo-
cust Grove, on the old Murray
and Providence Road. Will sell
1962 430 Case tractor, plow,
disc and cultivator, John Deere
tractor, plow, disc and cultivat-
or, rubber tire wagon, two-
%/heel trailer, corn drill, mow-
ing machine, hay conveyer, 50
gallon gas tank. Electric fence,
lots of hand tools and household
Items, If you need good tractors
be sure and make this sale.
Terry Shoemaker, auctioneer.'
M-14-C
LOCAL 1981 Pontiac Catreins,
4-400r sedan, white with black
vinyl top. Power steering and
brakes. Factory air. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept., Phone
753-5273, M-14-C
1960 CADILLAC Convertible,
$400.00. Call 753-8086. M-I4-P
1967 CHEVROLET, Impala. Su-
per Sport, two-door hardtop.
Green with black vinyl top. Pow-
er steering and automatic trans-
missioo. A sharp local car.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept.,
Phone 753-5273. M-14-C
1967 PONTIAC Catalina Station
Wagon. Blue with power steer-
ing, power brakes and factory
Mr. A locally owned oar. Park-
er Ford Used Car Dept., Phone
753-5273. M-14-C
WANTED TO RINT
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
unfurnished house out of city
limits on paved road. Must have
running water and bath. Rent
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and
ask for Mary. TFNC
AUCTION SALE ANTIQUES
Friday Night, 21st March 1969
6:45 p.m.
INSIDE MILDRED'S FLOWERS & ANTIQUES
41 Main Street Cadiz, Kentucky
THIS SALE IS TO MAKE ROOM FOR
NEW MERCHANDISE
2 Organs and Organ Stools - 2 Wagon Seats -
Chest and Dressers - I Oak Wig Dresser - Pie
Chests - Round Oak Tables, one with Claw Feet -
Clocks - Record Cabinets - Wash Bowl and Pit-
cher Seta - Picture Frames - Desk.s - Beds, one
folding - Victbrian and Early American Chairs -
Platform Rockers - Goose Neck Rocker - Carpet
Rockers - World War I McClellan Army Saddle -
Ivory and China Dresser Sets - Coffee* Table
made from Organ Stool - Sewing Chest - Men's
Shaving Mirror - Cigar Chest - Dinner Belli -
School Desks - Braas Coal Bucket - Scuttle with
Scoop - Dipper - Andirons - Red Velvet Couch,
makes bed - Dough Chest - Vases - Pressed Glass
- Some Cut Glass - Silver Candle Stands - Oak
Gate Leg Table - Tables, many others.
Too Many Good Antiques To List!
Don't Miss Them!
BROADBENT REAL ESTATE
Selling Agent
THOMAS WHITE, AUCTIONEER lto,
•
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE POE SALE
THREE-BEDROOM home in Ma-
sai, an Gilbert Street. X is like
new with, brand new mot, hard-
wood Soon, electric beat, built-
in ranee, and nice cabinets. On
lot 95' x 156'. It is a good home
and priced worth the money.
Let us show it to you.
OWNER CALLED into service.
Just listed for quick ale. Good
home, all carpeted and 51 acne,
1% miles southwest of New
Providence, up Head blacktop
House has six rooms, inaludIng
bath, utility, front porch patio,
storm doors and windows.
Forty acres fenced, thisty-five
therm cleared; twenty acres mow-
ed down; 1 1/4 acre dark fired;
.45 Burley Maw Two acres gov-
ernment lake. Call us to tee
this one today.
A CASTLE in the clouds. Large
home, rustic outside, modern
inside. A guest house. Lane
storage building for cars
or boats. On a twoocre bluff
overlooking Kentucky Lake in
Pine Bluff Shores area. This
property offers a large lake
home, maybe of your dreams.
Facilities for a Club House or
Lodge. Surrounded by the
beauty of nature, not ruined
by man. We solicit inquiries
and the opportunity to show
you this unique home of seven
levels. Owner will consider
trade for good residential pro-
perty in Murray.
NEW THREE-BEDROOM brick
home in Pair View Acres. A
new fast growing subdivision
of all brick homes. This is a
well constructed home, on a
lot 129' x 236', facing east on
quiet street and owner is able
to pass along a good saving to
buyer on this home, because
of having contracted for it's,
construction prior to the ad-
vance of building materials, to
the present prices. k will pay
you to investigate' this out
standing value.
NEW THREE-BEDROOM brick
home in Fair View Acres, at
a good savings as a result of
owner contracting for the con
struction of this home before
prices of materials advanced to
present levels. See this home.
Buy it and save at least 10%,
or more compared to today's
pekes. Possession with deed
WE HAVE FARMS. (1) 22 acres
with nice frame home near
Murray. Has large barn, good
well, good pond and 14 acres
corn base. (2) Seventy acres
with woven wire- ' fence all
around for hogs. Cheap price.
(3) 35 ores 'nth 3/4 mile
blacktop frontage, running wa-
ter year around, nice acre corn
base. Good cattle farm with '30
acres fenced. (4) Ninety acre
cattle farm on blacktop, with
four room house and plenty of
water. (5) 200 acres in fine state
of cultivation with frame house.
110 acres bottom land. Can al-
so offer real good 3-bedroom
brick home and an additional
10 acres with this 200 acres.
(6) And here is the clincher,
that is not apt to be on the
market much longer, with the
number of people interested in
this 253 acre farm, with good
productive bottom land; 39 acre
corn base and real beautiful
building sites on good black-top
road. See us for details on these
listings.
FULTON YOUNG, Realty. 4th
& Maple Streets, Murray, Ken-
tucky. Office phone, 753-7333;
home phones, Fulton Young,
7534948, Randle Patterson,
436-3897. M-14-C
TRAILER
FOR RENT
• Completely farniehed.
• Carpeted, draw drapes.
• Garbage ditmosal, air-con-
ditioned.
• Storage building.
Alt Utilities Furnished
DOWNTOWN LOCATION
ON PRIVATE LOT
MRS. BAXTER BILBREY
Phone 753.1257
ITC
THREE-BEDROOM red brick on
3/4 acre lot with den, one and
a half baths, fireplace, carport.
On Covey Drive. Call 753-1698
M-14-C
3-BEDROOM frame, has den and
utility room. One-half block
from Univertity. Carpeted thro-
ughout. Has transferable FHA
Loan. Pay equity and take over
payments of $83.20 per mo
Phone 753-1222. M-1
WAITRESSES wanted, Tom's
Pizza Palace. Apply in person
after 3 p. in. M-17-C
CASHIER wanted with 1 to 2
years experience. Write Box
131, Murray, Ky. 11-13-C
LADY wanted to stay with eld-
erly woman during week. Light
housework required. Meals and
room furnished in addition to
salary Call 753-8850 during day
and 753-2723 or 753-8990 after
5:00 p. in. M-17-C
EXPERIENCED Sales Repre-
sentative. Full time only. Draw
against commission. Excellent
benefits and working conditions.
Opportunities unlimited. Apply
In person at Bonanza Mobile
Homes, No. 12th at Chestnu
Street. M-15-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment with kitchen and den.
Newly decorated. Panelled and
carpeted. Electric beat and air
conditioned. Excellent location.
100 South 13Ih St., Kelly's Pest
Control Te*C
ROOM FOR 2 college girls.
Electric beat, air conditioned
and refrigerator. One block
from campus. 1603 College Farm
Road. 753-2377. M-12-P
UPSTAIRS apartment for com-
mercial or business use. Locat-
ed on campus at 202 North
19th Strad. Phone 7534054.
II-13-C
EMBASSY Apartments. 2-bed-
room unfurnished apartment for
couple only. Available now.
Wall-to-wall carpet, air-condi-
tioned, modem kitchen appli-
ances, $97.50 per month. Call
7534331. M-14-C
LARGE WOODED lot, 290' x
450' on Hazel Highway, 4%
miles from city limits. Phone
753-3896. M-12-C
FOUR-ROOM frame house with
bath. On large lot. Garage and
wash house. Twelve miles from
Murray at Tr -City, Bill Wal-
drop. phone 382-2320. M-13-P
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all elec.
tric, large kitchen, carport. Near
Robertson School. By owner.
Call 753-1292 days or 753-8073
nights. M-1743
Gebel Musa, in southern
Sinai, is the traditional Mount
Sinai where Moses received the
Ten Commandements, says the
National Geographic .
• • •
Enbugh lumber, is harvested
in the South to build ) nhiltion
homes each sear.
AVON, add to your family in-
come. Only a few hours daily.
Start your own business now.
Become an Avon Representat-
ive. Write Mrs. Evelyn L
Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
Shady Grove Road, Marion,
Kentucky 42064.
NOTICE
ELECIECILUX SALES & ter
idea. litis 213 Murray, Ky, C.
lkoilen. Phone 383-3178
lealwalk EY- March-11C
NOTICE: We repair all makes
vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix-
ers, irons, beaters, all small
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
Maple. April-10-C
WE WILL be open six days a
week. Lucille's Beauty Shop,
Route 2, Hazel. Phone 492-8791.
M-12-C
GET RID of pests, they wool
Move on their own Termites go
right on eating if you ignore
them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
answer, locally owned and op-
erated for 2') years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day. If in
a pest call us Phone 753-3914.
Hunter Chamber of Commerce
and Builders Association LCP
195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
So. 12th Sired. 950R8 7334614.
H-M-12-C
A RED carpet welcome awaits
you at "The Wishing WeH" in
Western Auto. M-12-C
I, HA.FU)LD LINARD KILL, am
not responsible for any
debts incurred, other than my
own, as of this date, March 11,
1989, M-13-P
IS IT POSSIBLE? Yes. In most
cases we can install a complete
new kitchen in one week or
less. Cabinets and panelling to
e.m..144 match. We are reasonable. Free
estimates. Ken-Ten Building
Supply, 207 Maple, Phone 753-
8583. M-13-C:llamas OFFERED
HORSES: At stud, 2 regist-
ered 3 gaited stallions, Pre-
miers Pride by Stonewall Pre-
mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by
Majanic Ensign-41m breeding
in USA. One registered Welch
pony, show type. Sales--,Train-
ing-Boarding. Blackwell Sta-
bles. Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
753-6977. March-31-C
TAILORING and alterations. 22
years experience. Georgine
Wells, 304 North 7th Street.
1-141-12-C
WILL THE PERSON or persons
having knowledge of a green
car or truck scraping the left
front fender of my car. a 1988
light blue Ford, Country Squire
Station Wagon, parked on No
5th Street, in front of, the Hou-
ston-McDevitt Clinic on March
11, please contact Stanley
Young, or Alfred Young, 753-
4327. M-14-C
"BELTONE factory fresh bear
tog aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
H-1TC
•
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`YORKSHIRES
Boars and Open
Gilts
For Sale
CHARLES YOUNG
Farm Located 3 MUles
West of Lynnville, Hy.,
on Highway 94
Murray Phone 753-8214
M-13-C
41=1111k
Tokyo &mossy
Frowns oi Goad*
TOKYO (UPI) - Gov.%
Ryokichi Mambo wants to a-
bolish all forms of gambling spun-
scored by the Tokyo rnetropolitar
stared by the Tokyo metropolitan
government, even at the risk of
losing 9 billion yen ($25 million
a year in revenue.
Minobe said that, as a "pro-
gressive governor elected with the
support of the Socialist and Com-
munist parties, he is opposed to
horse, alto, speedboat and cycling
races held regularly under the
sponsorship of the city govern-
ment
• • •
There are more than 9,000
licensed fishermen in California.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1-F•male sheep
4-A continent
(abbr.)
6-Pursue
11-here
13-Fixed amount
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16-Musical drama
15-Temporary
shelter
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PEANUTS THI5 15 THE
WORLD-FAMOU5
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CALLING HOV5TON
-CONTROLJ.. .)
COME IN, NOU5TON CONTROL...
CALLING NOV5170N CONTROL.
by Charles M. Schulz
(ALL RIGHT, THEN-HOW
ABOUT PETALUMA?
Nancy by Ernie Bushmiller-
Abbie 'N Slats
IS IT THE PRESIDEeir OF THE
UNITED STATES HIMSELF WHO'S \
GOIN' TO 6IYE YOU THE eteDAL, -
ROLLO
Lil' Abner
IS SPI I NK
RAT "IAN A
RASKA LN I Kai,
DANCER, 3rd CLASS,
1Gt CLASS!!
Tr..4
3 IL
0
THE FOLKS IN CRASTREE CORNERS
T &VS MEDAL, 700,
ROLLO, SESIN• AS HOW IT WAS
IOU WHO PUT US ON THE MAP.'
VO4.1111
ASSIGNMENT-
IS -DRIVE
HIM OUTOF
CONTROL?!
Wil4W1="
by R. Van Buren
WHEREpOLLO WILL SE SACK
YOU ,TOMORROW. AND WHEN WS
RUSHING )6E11 TD HIS D4N8•1 LITTLE
OFF TO, NOUSE, NE'S IN FOR A
StiE SURPRK6!
by Al Capp
IF HE NIOCS SOME-
THINKI AIN'T Gar-
HE AIN'T HUMAN?!
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Seen in
• NEW YORK (UPI) 4,- A lead-
* real estate &imam mgmian
lion does not foresee traignificant
downturn hi maw ainstructicor
I projects as a result of the in-
crease im the primeinterest rate
1.1,7 per ceut.
"' • E.sdJ. McRickard, a part-
wet of Brooks, Haney & Co-, me
=eat of the Baal Emote
of New York mid the
price of looney is only owe
factor in over ill construction
Mots and evea with the latest
ineresse has not advanced sr
feet as the posts of labor and
materials. -
"It is areikely that way
wan-rated rtiseer 
of cheaper
will de-
layed in
money beemsi cost factor*
will continue to increase mil
we out the savings through
more favorable interest ratews
MOIR favorable interest rates if
they become amiable,"
hieltitharel said.
Brooks, Harvey has imaged
snihinulion dollar loans nation-
wide through banks, insurance
companies amid pension funds
fd/ office bisitingt, regional Mon
Mg (-eaten and hotels, to the
time of more than $1 billion
in the past decade.
McRickerd said two of the
major sources of lending - in-
surance compsuiee and pension
funds - have steadily increasiog
foods available for prime financ-
ing on a *elective leen While
conceding . that short term
treasury Ws have been bid high
enough So attract some of the
money_ ivanneilly held in CCU
tibcates of depositjo commercial
"Mks; he said the basks had
*peat this development and
were well prepared for it.
"A more weans problem,
bet one which would affect thu
home buikfing industry paw*,
I the Feasibility that the Tommy
rein night s high amielOs-
syphon off mosey loom swinge
banks and sseiegamid4oma ac-
counts and emote a crunch lathe'
seirtgage money market,"
Me Rickard mid.
And bow does the boast in
Mierest rates affect Brim like,
4
Curb
te Boost
Brooks, Hervey, which swans
$70 million in amain tor the
sew Marisos Squire Garden and
Two Penn Rasa •mites over
the Penney hrania Raisead Stat-
ion in New Yoh?
"Wert in demand," he sat
"The more scarce and espwasies
mosey is the more we're 'Caned
on for help in boirowing it,"
issurchr Flu
Agilist Wow
UNIViRSITY FAME, Pa
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pre tosser nil mod hotter
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one sec reports Lawmen A.
Shapsea.
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timed women top
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"locomen aid senator
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sallbommis ter a doctor Si
alssollim diem at has 'Ma
IMO RN
oddlog Muck'
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